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TV STATIONS

KRON
NBC is

continued

PROGRAMMING

apparently still talking to

Fox plays kazoo

Young Broadcasting about buying
KRON -TV. Sources close

to the sit-

uation say that, while the network
has not made any offer for the

station, executives have made
clear they view KRON -TV as an

it

independent and would be willing

to buy the station only

if it

were

priced accordingly. Granite -owned

to replace KRONaffiliate in San

KNTV(TV) is set
TV as

the

NBC

Francisco Jan. 1. "This is not

about taking the

NBC

affiliation

it at
familiar

away from KNTV or keeping
KRON -TV," says a source

with NBC's position.
Call them skeptical, but most
observers say that, if Young
sells KRON to NBC, KRON will
wind up the NBC station in the
market. Young's challenge: Get
somebody besides NBC interested. There was no comment
from any of the parties

The Twentieth Century Fox fanfare music played on a kazoo? After
nearly 70 years, Fox is "jazzing up" its theme.
Creative executives at the studio have spent the past several
months and close to $100,000 reworking the network's "Newman
Fanfare," the signature six -second tune that plays over the end credits and klieg -lit logo on Fox TV shows and films. It is the first time
since the tune was composed by Alfred Newman in 1936 that Fox
has modified it.
Six different versions (six, four and two seconds) have been cut,
including a jazzy piano version, a futuristic theme and even the
kazoo rendition. Fox executives are also reworking interstitial music
and the overall sound of the network as part of an aural re-branding. "When you consider technologies just around the comer, like
PVRs, you are looking at the possibility that people will no longer
think of channel position," says Rafe 011er, Fox's creative director.
"So you have keep reminding them where they are."-J.S.

Unlike minds meet
The

surprising connection

between political opposites
Harold Furchtgott -Roth and Gloria

Tristani lingers at the

New Republican Commissioner

Kevin Martin (above),

a

former

aide to Furchtgott -Roth, in an
Oct. 26 decision, followed

Tristani's example by criticizing
an FM license award

to Liberty

Productions.
Martin insists he's no carbon
copy of his mentor, but he

involved. -S.M.

appears to be

a

stickler for

bureaucratic process,

REGULATION

shared in several

In this corner

a

concern

joint dissents

by

the conservative economist and

the liberal Tristani.

Senate Majority Leader Tom
Daschle (D -S.D.) is in a
quandary. The person he would

nominate for the last FCC
seat -Andy Levin, minority
counsel to the House Energy
and Commerce Committee
steadfastly opposed by Senate
Commerce Committee Chairman
Fritz Hollings (D- S.C.).
Hollings says he won't move
Levin's nomination, which may

Martin wanted his colleagues
to stay the

FM

grant until

a

court

challenge by Liberty's rivals is
resolved. He agreed with

Tristani's dissent, issued when

-is

the Biltmore Forest, N.C., license
was granted in June. -B.M.

wow

have more to do with a bill
sponsored by Levin's boss, Rep.

Teeing up a tribute

John Dingell (D- Mich.), than

with any problem he has with
Levin. So, who's left?
Dashlé s legislative aide
Jonathan Adelstein, for one.
But sources say Daschle is now
hesitant to select his own
staffer. -P.A.

4

even

FCC,

though both exited months ago.

a special on
how attacks on the World Trade Center affected, well, golfers. The hour New York Stcries...of
Enduring Spirit premieres Nov. 21 and features

The Golf Channel has produced

friends and family talking about the golfers

Broadcasting & Cable /11 -5 -01
I

that they loved who died in the collapse. The
network's rationale is that a lot of Wall Street
types who died that day were golfers, as were
many firefighters with their odd shifts of 24
hours on, 72 hours off. OK. -J.H.
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Preparing to say nay to Eye
CBS's
By Dan

Jacksonville affil,

WJXT,

Trigoboff

affiliation talks stalled over network compensation, Post -Newsweek is prepared to take its Jacksonville, Fla., CBS affiliate WJXT(TV) independent this summer if a deal isn't done.
When the affiliation agreement ran out,
it was renewed only for a year rather than
long term. And TV insiders said the station
was "buying up more syndicated products
than they've got time periods." Many
shows eyed by other stations had already
been locked up by WJXT.
After the station purchased new strips
like Who Wants to Be a Millionaire?, Dr.
Phil and Texas Justice and the new Pyramid, "we were surprised they renewed
their current shows, like Frasier, Entertainment Tonight, Inside Edition, Maury, and
Sally," said a market -based local programming executive. "We thought they were
cleaning house. They've got four access
shows now. They could drop CBS News
and still have one left for 8 o'clock."
Post -Newsweek President Alan Frank
acknowledged to BROADCASTING & CABLF
that the move to go independent is under
consideration. He said the difference
between the parties is over compensation
and acknowledged that the station has
"bought more programming than in recent
years. But we haven't crossed any Rubicon.
It's not like we bought a hundred shows.
We may well stay with the network, and
that would be our preference."
Frank said that any difficulties in negotiating the Jacksonville deal have no impact
on any other agreement, including its other
CBS affiliate, WKMG -TV Orlando, Fla.,
which has years to go on its current deal.
CBS officials had not returned calls by
press time. But the fact that an important
With

considers turning independent
group is considering abandoning its network
affiliation-even in the No. 53 DMA
demonstrates the deterioration in the relationship between stations and networks.
As a CBS affiliate, the station has been
the top -rated station in its market from
sign -on to sign -off for years and among the
strongest CBS affiliates. But, while an independent is not likely to draw the same
audience with syndicated programming as
with network, an independent station
doesn't have to share prime time and other
inventory with a network.
"Alan is a brilliant programming guy,"
said a broadcasting executive. "If anyone
could make it work, it's Alan."
Frank is also one of the leading figures
in the Network Affiliated Stations Alliance.
He testified on Capitol Hill earlier this year

-

The Court
may set

precedent
The ABC- Warner Bros. deal

for dual playing

seen as

marketplace template
By

Joe Schlosser
TI

,

deal between ABC and Warner

Bros. TV for midseason drama The

Court is "the marketplace template"
for the dual playing of programs on both network and cable TV, the network and the stu-

dio say. Whatever it turns out to be, it shows

Post- Newsweek's
Alan Frank says the

station has "bought
more programming
than in recent
years. But we
haven't crossed any

Rubicon."

,

on behalf of the 600 ABC, NBC and CBS
affiliates that had joined to demand that
the FCC look into alleged network abuses.
Chief among those charged was that
NBC interfered with the sale of KRONTV San Francisco by threatening to strip
its affiliation from any broadcaster that
outbid NBC.

how seriously Hollywood is working to maximize programming investments.

The Court deal allows ABC to take the
Sally Field drama and, within eight days of

its initial ABC telecast, play it again on a

secondary cable outlet. The stroke for
Warner Bros.: It gets extra cash (about
$100,000 per episode) for the repurposed
runs. Also, ABC has essentially committed
to buying the off-network syndication
rights to the series if it runs three seasons
or more on the network.
The deal comes at a time when studios
and networks continue to tighten their
belts and look for ways to generate more
revenue. For Disney at least, it's the wave
of the future. "It is ABC's intention to talk
to anyone who supplies programming to us
and to utilize this template in some fashion
so that ABC and its owned -and-controlled
cable services can have the option to repurBroadcasting & Cable/11-5-01
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pose the rights," says Mark Pedowitz, ABC
Entertainment TV Group's executive vice
president. "It is important to ABC to help
to begin to defray costs of what has become very expensive programming in either
the half-hour or one -hour area."
Disney closed its $5 billion deal with
News Corp. and Haim Saban for Fox Family Channel late last month; it will change the
name shortly. The Court is expected to be
Disney's first programming deal for ABC
Family, which is seen as a future haven for
repurposed ABC and Disney fare. But network executives wouldn't go so far as to confirm its future Court plans.
Disney -owned Touchstone TV originally
developed The Court, produced by top ER
producers John Wells and Carol Flint. When
the studio and ABC conceived its repurposing package, Disney was persuaded to give
up its ownership stake. ABC and Warner
Bros. executives say the structure proves to
actors and producers that all will be represented fairly in repurposing arrangements.
"It was incumbent upon both ABC and
Warner Bros. to have crafted an arm's-length
deal," says Bruce Rosenblum, Warner Bros.
TV's executive vice presdient. "We did not
want to place ourselves in a position where
the creative partner on one of our shows or

supplier to one of our networks could
argue that we are dealing at less than arm's
a

length. So, by establishing this equitable deal

between two very independent companies,
we have set the bar for the deals going forward."
Rival network and studio executives
offered mixed reviews of The Court deal.
"We think it is a good template, and we
think it's the way that we are going to be operating," says NBC Entertainment President
Jeff Zucker. NBC has done repurposing deals
with co -owned Pax TV and with USA Network for Law & Order: Special Victims Unit
and Law & Order: Criminal Intent.
"I don't think that is the template for
everyone," says one top studio head. "This
is just a business arrangement. The element
I find most interesting is, ABC is basically

CBS

guaranteeing a domestic backend for the
series based on longevity."

PRODUCTIONS
ON1,,..._......11.

6
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Kandahar Airport as seen from Space
Imaging's satellite. RTNDA's Dan Dubno
claims the Defense Department is using
taxpayer money to deny taxpayers images
they should see.

CNN to reporters:
Remember Sept. 11
directed network staff last week to
balance its reporting on casualties and
damage in Afghanistan with the Taliban
role in harboring the terrorists believed
CNN

to have backed the Sept.

11

attacks.

"As we get enterprising reports from our

correspondents or Al Jazeera inside

Afghanistan," said an internal memo, "we
must continue to make sure that we do not
inadvertently seem to be reporting uncritically from the perspective or vantage of the
Taliban. Also, given the enormity of the

toll

on innocent human lives in the U.S., we

must remain careful not to focus excessively
on the casualties ... in Afghanistan that will

DOD

grabs sat pix

objects to Pentagon's monopoly of high -resolution
satellite images from commercial operator
RTNDA

By Dan

Trigoboff

The Radio- Television News Directors

Association may protest the government's monopolizing high- resolution
commercial satellite images of Afghanistan.
A nearly $2 million contract with the
Defense Department's National Imagery
and Mapping Agency (NIMA), renewable
by the government every 30 days, gives the
Pentagon exclusive access to satellite
images shot from the civilian satellite
Ikons, operated by Colorado -based Space
Imaging, images the government has so far
shared only sparingly.
The Defense Department is using taxpayer money to deny taxpayers images they
should see," said CBS producer and technologist Dan Dubno, chair of the Radio Television News Directors Association's
Remote Sensing Task Force. RINDA leadership may contact the Pentagon, possibly
raising constitutional issues.
Dubno asserts that media users of the
satellite images would do nothing to compromise the security of U.S. military forces
and disputes historical notions that media

8
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inevitably be a part of this war, or to forget
that the Taliban leadership is responsible
for the situation Afghanistan is now in."
CNN stressed that the memo does not
signal a change in editorial policy but
only a restatement of its standards. The
memo further directed that "each and
every report from inside should be
buttoned up by our anchor with some
comment along the following lines:

access breaches national security. The gov-

"We must keep in mind, after seeing

ernment's exclusive contract with Space
Imaging denies the media independent verification of facts in dispute-such as damage
or casualties, Dubno said -and can limit
military reporting to Pentagon handouts.
The arrangement "is a bona fide contract," a NIMA spokesman said. "No force
was used. We made this contract for
assured access, exclusively, to use any time
we want to. It also brings a measure of
operational security, although that was not
the main objective."
Space Imaging said the agreement to provide the government all its capacity "was a
solid business transaction where we bring
valuable products to the U.S. government."
Satellite images are available elsewhere,
such as from Cyprus -based Israeli company ImageSat International, but satellite
experts say Space Imaging's photos are
superior. Although Dubno and RTNDA
are aware of the de facto restrictions, there
has been no network outcry.
"It would be wonderful to have access
to that imagery," said John McWethy, ABC

reports like this from Taliban- controlled
areas,

that these

U.S.

military actions are in

response to a terrorist attack that killed close

to 5,000 innocent people in the U.S."
Anchors are also advised to note that
"the Pentagon has stressed that the Taliban continues to harbor terrorists and
that Taliban forces are reported to be ...
in populated areas and using civilians as
human shields."
-Dan Trigoboff

News national security correspondent. It
would allow me to take a look at the front
line, to see what the forces deployed look
like."
However, McWethy is not entirely confident that unfettered access to the satellite
images would not prompt a security
breach. "The images are something we
would like," he said. "But it's not killing us.
I can understand from a military commander's point of view why they would not
want the press or the enemy to have the
imagery from outer space. Do we buy all
the levels of secrecy? No. But some levels
of restraint? Yes."

M
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Hollywood takes on PVRs
Content providers sue ReplayTV, claiming copyright violation
By Ken Kerschbaumer

t was only a question of time before the

Hollywood community would take
action against PVRs that provide the
means to automatically skip commercials.
With the debut of the ReplayTV 4000 PVR
due this month, that time is now.
Paramount Pictures, Disney Enterprises,
NBC, NBC Studios, Showtime, the UPN
network, ABC, Viacom, and CBS filed a
lawsuit against ReplayTV and its parent
company, Sonicblue, in U.S. District Court,
Central District of California, last week.
The lawsuit requests relief against an "unlawful plan by defendants to arm their customers with ... unprecedented new tools
for violating plaintiff's copyright interests
in the programming they supply to various
television distribution services."
In a joint statement, Disney, NBC and
Viacom said, "In order to protect our
copyrighted content and all whose livelihoods are depending on it, we are seeking
preliminary and permanent relief."
A visit to the ReplayTV Web site and a
run through the demo makes clear why
broadcasters may feel threatened. The plaintiffs have two major complaints with the
ReplayTV 4000, which still hasn't shipped.
One is the AutoSkip feature that allows
viewers to set up the recorder to delete all
commercials in all future playback.
Viewers click an on- screen icon called
"skip commercials" when watching a program with advertisements. "In essence, the
defendants are seeking to profit from the
sale of features that are calculated to disrupt the ability of copyright owners to
market their works for telecast by free,
over -the -air television, by basic and premium subscription services, and by payper- view," the lawsuit states.
The Consumer Electronics Association
says it will be watching the suit closely
because it sees the action as a direct attack

on consumers' fair-use rights to record free
over -the -air broadcasting for later viewing.
"The knee -jerk reaction of the content
community to every new technology is to litigate instead of looking for ways to develop
business models that take advantage of the
new technology," says Jeff Joseph,
spokesman for CEA. "We're certainly concerned about giving Hollywood the ability
to comment on specific functions of consumer electronics devices. Today it's commercial skip, tomorrow it's something else."
Another feature that has content owners
and distributors nervous is called "Send
Show." It allows a user to distribute a
recorded program to third parties via
broadband connection. "Nothing in the

ReplayTV 4000, to be
introduced this month,
would allow consumers to
automatically skip
commercials.

Copyright Act gives defendants or their
customers any right to make, for distribution to third parties, digital copies of Will
& Grace or Rugrats, much less entire theatrical motion pictures appearing on television," plaintiffs state in the filing. "These
practices violate not only the Copyright
Act but also the Federal Communications
Act and California Law."

How now, down Chao?
Unable to equal Fox score, Diller's protégé to exit USA Cable
By John M. Higgins

group under Fox Broadcasting, developed
to spark the kind of breakhits Cops and Studs. While Sci Fi has
through programming he was
arguably improved on Chao's watch, USA
Failing
brought in to create, USA Cable
has drifted and can't claim many programPresident Stephen Chao
ming successes.
is leaving the company.
A Chao associate said
Chao was given the
He will not be replaced.
the executive wants to get
mission of branding
His units -USA Netback into developing prowork, Sci Fi Channel
gramming. "Every move
the cable networks
and a handful of starthe's made lately has taken
and creating stronger
ups-will be combined
him further away from
programming.
into USA Entertainment,
making programs, which
reporting to Michael
is what he loves."
Jackson, former CEO of England's ChanUSA Entertainment named Adrienne
nel Four Television.
Becker vice president of operations and
USA Networks Chairman Barry Diller
Michael Bonner vice president of strategic
brought in his old Fox cohort, Chao, in
planning. Becker was USA Networks' vice
1998 with the mission of branding the
president of corporate communications.
cable networks and creating stronger proBonner was vice president of business
gramming. Chao, who ran a development
development for Studios USA.
Broadcasting & Cable/11 -5 -01
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Cable: Get with the program
Urges broadcasters to focus on DTV content, not carriage
By Paige

Albiniak

The cable industry wants broadcasters

to stop worrying so much about who
is going to carry their signals and
how and just come up with some worthwhile programming for them to carry.
The NAB last week shifted from pushing for dual cable carriage of broadcasters' analog and digital signals to getting
the cable industry to pass through broadcasters' entire 6 MHz digital signal to consumers, according to a statement of principles that the NAB board approved last
week.
"The cable industry believes that marketplace, not government -mandated, solutions
consistently achieve the best results," an
NCTA spokesman responded. "We stand
prepared to work with all parties, induding
the NAB, on consumer-driven solutions to
the digital broadcast transition."
Said one cable source, "In the end, I
think the need for must -carry is going to
disappear. Cable operators will agree to
carry the high -definition programming of

the four major networks." Once the four
majors are carried, that will drive carriage
for everyone else, the source predicted.

with all of the affected parties to make sure
this happens," said Tauzin spokesman Ken
Johnson. Tauzin and other key lawmakers

plan to hold a second DTV meeting with
industry representatives this month in an
effort to advance the transition.
"We are going to ask all of the affected
industries to agree to a game plan spelling
out where we want to be and how we get

Cable still is balking at the idea that opera tors should have to carry broadcasters' entire
digital signal. "Cable operators are offering
[cable] programmers as many bits as they
need to provide their
core business. We
'We stand prepared to work with all
think it should be the
same for broadcastincluding NAB, on consumer-driven

ers," says Bruce Collins, general counsel

to the digital transition.

parties,

solutions

-NOTA spokesman

for C -SPAN.

On broadcasters' side is Rep. Billy
Tauzin (R -La.), chairman of the House
Energy and Commerce Committee, who
says he is prepared to help broadcasters
achieve their goals if that will speed the
transition.
"It's an important step forward in breaking the logjam. [The statement] certainly
shows that NAB is willing to be flexible in
trying to make the transition to digital a
reality. We look forward to working closely

there," Johnson said. "From Billy's perspective, we're willing to give everyone a
reasonable amount of time to carry out the
game plan, but there will also be a warning: 'If you don't get the job done, you can
expect Congress to intervene.' "
Some Washington observers, however,
weren't too impressed by the NAB's policy
switch. "I was disappointed in the NAB,"
said one attorney. "I thought they would
do something more."

Paxson appeals FCC carriage ruling
bitter fight over cable
carriage of broadcasters' digital
channels has finally landed in
The

Paxson Chairman Bud Paxson
wants the FCC to force cable
systems to carry his DTV signals.

federal court.
Paxson Communications is
asking the federal appeals court
in Washington to reverse a tentative FCC opinion denying stations the right to demand
carriage of digital signals until
they relinquish their analog signals.
Paxson 's appeal stems from its
failed request for carriage on
Chicago-area cable systems for
WCPX's digital signal on ch. 46
in return for dropping carriage
of its analog counterpart on ch.

12 Broadcasting

& Cable
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38. Paxson called the

FCC's decision "arbitrary and capricious"
because the 1992 law
mandating carriage of local TV
signals does not distinguish
between analog and digital signals.

Paxson insists

that the 1992

law entitles TV stations to

demand carriage of the entire 6
MHz channel, which would
include a primary signal and, in
a

digital context, the other four

or five programming signals
that are possible.
Next week, the National Assodation of Broadcasters will ask
for court permission to

intervene in the case.
"This may be the only shot
we have at defending dual carriage," said NAB attorney Jeff
Baumann, indicating that a
last-ditch effort to preserve the
double -carriage option could be
in the works.
In addition to abandoning
the fight for dual carriage long
ago, Paxson generated NAB
enmity by calling for multicast
carriage only to cable
subscribers receiving a digital
tier. The NAB wants all cable
customers to be entitled to
multicast signals.

-Bill

McConnell
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BREAKING NEWS:

GONE BUT NOT
FORGOTTEN

AT &T RAISES RATES

Despite the recession, AT&T
Broadband at deadline on Friday said it is hiking basic subscribers' bills an average of
7.4 %, nearly triple the rate of
inflation, starting Jan.1. The
biggest hikes will likely be
seen in Boston.
UP, DOWN,

IN, OUT

CBS has given full- season

orders to The Education of
Max Bickford, The Agency,
and second -year drama That's
Life and canceled new
Saturday -night drama Citizen
Baines, which had averaged a
1.8 rating in adults 18-49 and
8.2 million viewers, according
to Nielsen. CBS programmers
have also pulled new drama
Wolf lake for the sweeps; its
long -term future is also iffy....
MTV Networks laid off 450
people last week, about 9% of
its worldwide work force.
Internet units MTVi and
Nickelodeon Online took the
biggest hits, but the
terminations "touched every
channel," said one staffer....
Moviewatch, a new cable
net from Hubbard Media
Group set to launch next year,
unveiled its first slate of original programming last week.
"We want to be like the
Zagat's guide to restaurants
for movie fans," says Rod
Perth, its president. The
network has ordered nine
pilots so far and plans to
launch with four or five hours
of original programming.

S

Gerald's Rivera (r) will leave his CNBC talk show to join his old boss
Roger Ailes at Fox News; Rivera will cover the war from Pakistan.

Startup costs: More than $150
million. ...
NBC Studios is taking over
production of Julia Louis Dreyfus's mid -season comedy
23:12 from Carsey-Werner
Mandabach. The comedy starring the former Seinfeld
sidekick was recently given a
12- episode order....
Terry Wood, profiled in
BROADCASTING & CABLE last
week as one of the "next
wave" of female power
brokers, has been named
senior vice president of
programming at Paramount
Domestic Television...
CNN veteran Bobbie
Battista, host of TalkBack Live
and a CNNer since 1981,
exited last week. She will form
an Atlanta -based communications consulting company with
husband John Brimelow....
The exciting Game 5 of the
World Series delivered a
16.8/26 last Thursday night, a

7% gain over last year's fifth
and deciding game in the
Mets-Yankees World Series.

Fox's five-game average of
15.9/25 is 5% better than last
year's 15.1 /24 and 1% better
than 1998's 15.7/25 for the
Yankees -Padres.
FROM THE WAR FRONT

Geraldo Rivera is leaving
CNBC to join Fox News
Channel and eventually will
go to the war zone. CNBC
and Rivera have been
unhappy with each other for
months. The network wanted
his prime time slot for
business news. He's now
being released with two years
left on his contract. "I'm not
the same guy I was before the
maniacs tried to tear our
hearts out," Rivera said....
From fake reality to the real
thing. That's the switch made
Friday night, with the debut
of ABC News magazine
America '01, replacing The
Mole. The new show, the network says, is designed to document how the country has
changed and continues to
change since Sept. 11.

Laura Humer, senior vice
president of programming for
TV Land, died Oct. 29 in
Stanford, Calif., from cancer.
Hunter joined Nickelodeon
nine years ago. ...
Pioneering low -power TV
broadcaster Sherwin
Grossman died last
Wednesday of complications
from bone cancer. Grossman,
77, was president of the Community Broadcasters Association from 1994 to 2000 and
operated a Miami LPTVer.

WHO WATCHED WHAT
After four consecutive weeks
as No. 1 in two categories,
NBC lost the total viewers
race by about 100,000 viewers,
CBS averaging 12.84 million
vs. NBC's 12.74 million. NBC

was tops in adults 18-49, with
a 5.0 rating/13 share, accord-

ing to Nielsen. ...

CNN nudged out Lifetime
by just the slightest margin to
top this month's cable
Nielsens. Three- hundredths of
a point separated CNN (1.81)
and Lifetime (1.78) in
October prime time ratings.
CORRECTION
As many as 75 staffers at
Sony's network, syndication
and other TV- related
operations are expected to be
cut in the course of
downsizing. A story in the
Oct. 29 edition indicated that
the cuts were coming only
from Columbia TriStar.
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Squeeze play in Pittsburgh?
-and other CBS

stations -accused of employing
compression to run additional spots during prime time
KDKA -TV

By Dan

Trigoboff

CBS -owned KDKA -TV
Pittsburgh got called for delay of
game while broadcasting a Steel ers game last month, it exposed what
appears to be a much wider practice.
KDKA -TV and CBS last week acknowledged that the station compressed the part
of the Oct. 14 broadcast of the SteelersKansas City Chiefs game to squeeze in
extra commercial time. CBS said it was
unauthorized and the practice had stopped.
But both station and network are
declining comment on allegations that
KDKA -TV and other CBS -owned stations
have been regularly compressing prime
time programming to fit in more spots.
Reliable sources say that group management has given at least tacit approval to the
practice for two years.
TV execs say it would be naïve to believe
that stations-both inside and outside the
CBS group-are not taking advantage of the
opportunity to add commercial spots.
When

they have monitored KDKA -TV in prime
time and concluded that the station has
used compression to gain a competitive
The compression in the game -during
edge of two to four spots during prime time
halftime and into the third quarter-was
on several nights. Each such spot could
brought to light by fans watching the TV
bring in $2,000 to $5,000. A spot in a Steel broadcast while listening to the radio
ers broadcast goes for as much as $8,000.
broadcast on Clear ChanJohn Howell, general
nel's WDVE -FM.
manager of Cox -owned
TV execs say
would
CBS affiliates were
rival WPXI(TV), says he
be naïve to believe
upset following the disand other station execucovery that an owned statives in the Cox group
that stations are not
tion could alter network
have compared the logs
taking
advantage
of
programming when an
of their CBS affiliates
affiliated one would be
with KDKA -TV's and
the opportunity to
severely chastised by the
found the latter doing
add commercial spots.
network for such actions.
more spots.
Ray Deaver, general manFormer CBS employager at KWTX -TV Waco, Texas, and head
ees said other CBS -owned stations have
of the CBS affiliate board, said he plans to
used compression to squeeze in more
raise the issue with the network.
spots, usually in highly rated programs, but
And, TV executives say, the revelation
added that it is not done all the time or at
may also draw the ire of advertisers whose
all group stations.
spots have been speeded up-if only
Executives in other groups, who say
minutely and undetectably-and put into
they complained to CBS, say they were
more- crowded ad clusters.
told that KDKA -TV was chastised for its
Competitors in the Pittsburgh market say
use of the compression technology.

it

2000 wow! 2001 ow!
Those were the TV and radio
days; Veronis Suhler says

they won't come again soon
By Steve McClellan

probably be a long time before
the industry has another year like it
had in 2000. According to the just issued Veronis Suhler Communications
Industry Report, broadcast TV posted a
17.2% revenue gain to a record $33.3 billion in 2000, fueled by outsized political
spending, the summer Olympics and the
end of the dotcom branding binge. Pretax
It will
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earnings soared even higher, up 31% to $9
billion.
The cable/satellite sector posted even
greater growth: Revenue was up 29% to
$57 billion, with pretax earnings up 43%
to $17.4 billion.
The radio sector also had a remarkable
year with revenues up 50% to $7 billion
and pretax earnings up 59% to $2.7 billion.
That was then. This is ow.
As Veronis Suhler, the New York -based
media banking and consulting firm was
quick to point out, those heady days are
gone. "We've seen the media and informa-

tion business shift rapidly from one of its
best years into what is certain to be one of
its worst in a decade," said James P. Rutherfurd, Veronis executive vice president.
In July, Veronis issued its forecast for
the 2001 to 2005 period, predicting that ad
growth would be about half what it was for
the previous five years. For 2001, the firm
predicted that broadcast-TV ad revenues
would be down at least 25%. And that
was before the Sept. 11 attack, which most
media executives say exacerbated the
downturn. But no revised forecast yet from
Veronis.

No one has a firm handle on when the
current slump will turn around, but Rutherfurd predicts that the start of the recovery
will occur sometime in 2002.
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EDITOR IN CHIEF

TVNY

place where alp of television can come to wheel and deal

Organizers of the Western Show and the NATPE

convention are at a loss, literally. No matter what they do,
the conventions shrink in size and importance. Fewer
want to exhibit; fewer want to attend.
Blame it on consolidation. I've covered a lot of Western Shows
and NATPEs, and they have been mostly about distribution.
At NATPE, never-say-die syndicators chased maybe -say -yes TV

station executives. At the Western Show, a bunch of networks vied
for the attention of cable operators with the power to decide which
networks would get carried (and prosper) and which would not.
With all those buyers and sellers, the conventions were important as places where serious business was done, though often to a
rock beat and over a giant shrimp. The parties at both were the
stuff of legend.
But consolidation has ruined the fun. In the wake of all the
mergers and acquisitions of the past decade, there are fewer looking for distribution, fewer offering distribution. Most syndicators

stations into the tent. I'd go one
step beyond and get the broadcast networks to play, too.

Here's the idea: Turn the
broadcast networks' upfront
week in mid May into an
annual confab of all TV
programmers and advertisers.
It could be organized around
the Big Five programming
companies: Disney, Viacom,
NBC, AOL Time Warner and
News Corp. Last year, each of
these companies took a morning or afternoon to showcase

works, Discovery, CarseyWerner and the like would get
their shot.
It would save money.
Programmers would avoid
attending multiple
conventions. The participants
could share a hall, or two, for
their presentations. And they
could stop the endless spring
series of ineffective press conferences and receptions that
now passes for cable upfront.
Bringing this off would not
be easy. NATPE or whoever

Turn the broadcast networks' upfront week in

mid May into an annual confab of all TV
are now affiliated through
ownership with major station
groups. They don't have to cut
deals with too many other
large groups to get their shows
on the road.
The same goes in cable. The
power to make carriage
decisions is concentrated in a
few MSO executives. Programmers can visit them in St.
Louis, Philadelphia, Atlanta or
Coudersport. They don't have
to go to Anaheim, as tempting
as another ride on Space
Mountain may be. In some
cases, networks and operators
are working for the same boss.
All they need is interoffice mail
to dose the deal.
So, what are the
conventions to do?
NATPE Chairman Jon

Mandel wants to transform his
convention into a place where
a variety of TV programmers
syndicators, cable networks
and stations-present their
best to the advertising community. Mandel's pitch: Make
NATPE a marketplace of TV
time-programmers on one
side, advertisers on the other.
The association has already
begun the process. Recognizing that station clearance wasn't enough to justify the show,
NATPE started attracting
advertisers. That Mandel, a
top executive at a leading
media -buying firm, is
chairman is testimony to the

-

strategy.
But Mandel suggests that
NATPE needs to do more. It
needs to bring cable and TV

programmers and advertisers.
its broadcast network

programming at glitzy places
like Carnegie Hall. Next year,
each could showcase
everything it has to offer
advertisers.
Viacom fills a large hall
with advertisers, ad agencies
and media buyers. But instead
of just presenting CBS's fall
schedule, it also showcases
what's new in syndication
from Paramount and King
World and the latest from
cable networks MTV VH -1,
Nickelodeon, TNN and CMT.
During the week, time
could be set aside for
programmers not affiliated
with the Big Five. Let's call it
Independents Day. USA Net-

else takes up this cause would
have to achieve a consensus

not only among the Big Five
but also among other associations that would be or could
be affected: NAB, NCTA,
California Cable Television
Association, TVB and CAB.
But think about it. TVNYTV Week in New York
would become what the TV
industry needs: a gathering of
the entire industry for selling,
buying, personal networking
and some New York -style partying. It would be great for the
industry, great for the city.

-

Jesse! may be reached at
jessell@cahners.com or
212- 337 -6964.
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Broadcasting & Cable is the source for all Western Show news!
With Western Show news breaking every moment, you need a source you can
trust to keep you on top of the latest information. From current technology to
profiles of top execs in the business, Broadcasting & Cable provides unrivaled
coverage complete with up-to- the -minute reports as events unfold to keep you
in the loop of all the industry news you need to know.
Our coverage includes:

CABLE'S HITS - Today's and tomorrow's hits.
CABLE TECHNOLOGY - The latest developments and trends.

TOP 25 TV NETWORKS -Who are they? How did they get there?
With extensive in -room and show distribution, you'll be exposed to all top level
industry and MSO executives. Call your Broadcasting & Cable representative
today to reserve space.

Chuck Bolkcom: 775 -852 -1290

Marcia Orcutt: 323 -549 -4114

Yvonne Pettus: 212- 337 -6945

Rob Payne: 212 -337 -7022
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Flanked by General
Motors CEO Rick
Wagoner (l) and
hughes Electronics
CEO Jack Shaw,
E:hoStar CEO

Ciarlie Ergen
explained
EchoStar's S30
billion merger
w th Hughes'
DirecTV in New
Ycrk last week.
Hughes is a

tracking -stock
subsidiary of GM.
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It could have been

worse
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satellite TV

rivals, EchoStar

and DirecTV
grabbed 20% of
the multichannel video market and virtually
halted cable's subscriber growth. Now
EchoStar Chairman Charlie Ergen is
threatening to cut more deeply into cable
with his deal to combine with DirecTV.
Looking for howls of protest? Try sighs
of relief. Cable operators are actually chipper about the $30 billion deal. By dramatically snatching DirecTV away from nemesis

Rupert Murdoch, Ergen not only continued
his record of besting the Australian media
mogul but also removed what cable operators had seen as a potential nightmare.
"Deep, deep down, Rupert scares me
more," said the CEO of one cable operator.
"He could be one big, bad competitor."
Said another industry executive, "If
you're cable, you're thrilled. Rupert had
content. As a cable operator, you just had
the best day of your life."
For months, MSOs have dreaded the
prospect of the hardball- loving News Corp.
chairman's running their biggest competitor. They were bracing for Murdoch to use
his regional sports networks and national
sports rights against them, making some of
that product exclusive to DBS.
The same goes for cable networks,
whose executives feared that they could
find themselves on unfavorable tiers if their
product competed directly with some cur-

H
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rent or future Fox network.
Ergen, of course, owns no networks, no
sports rights. So assuming the deal clears
antitrust review -which is far from certain-cable operators see all kinds of other
reasons to be happy.
Suddenly, operators foresee at least two
years of DBS disarray: 12 to 18 months of
regulatory review followed by 12 to 18

months of integrating DirecTV into the
ultra- frugal EchoStar.
To do the deal, EchoStar will probably
boost its leverage past seven times cash
flow, leaving the company with little ability
to borrow money. So Ergen may choose to
shift gears from his heavy, expensive push

Cable operators
say better Ergen
in charge of
DirecTV than
Murdoch
to add new subscribers and instead milk
his existing customer base for profits. That

would suit cable operators.
And finally, if Ergen's bid succeeds, he'll
have to execute a massive $2 billion, threeyear switchout of DBS equipment, trading
Dish Network and DirecTV dishes and
receivers for gear that can receive a combined service. When many of those customers initially signed up, MSOs didn't
have digital cable packages to equal what
DBS could deliver. Operators will try to
pounce on the dislocation the DBS
switchout will create.
"The bottom line is, I think it's great for
Charter," said Charter Communications

Where they stand
DirecTV

EchoStar

Headquarters

El

Owner

Hughes Electronics;

Top execs

Jack Shaw, Hughes chairman;

Littleton, Colo.

Segundo, Calif.

Public; Charlie Ergen
owns 50.1 °/° of equity,
97% of shareholder votes

GM

Eddy Hartenstein, Sr. VP

Ergen, chairman;
Mike Dugan, president

Subscribers

8.6M*

5.3M

2001 sales (est)

$5.6B

$3.6B

2001 cash flow (est)

$197M

$391M

Monthly revenue/sub

$54.70

$49.20

Monthly cash flow /sub

$1.84

$6.14

Cost to add new sub

$555

$550

Note: A cable system typically generates $45 -$50
$20 -$22 in cash flow per subscriber
Excludes subscribers in NRTC franchises.

a

month in revenues per subscriber,
Source. Morgan Stanley: company reports
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CEO Carl Vogel. "I've been through these
FCC wars, which I find somewhat entertaining. We'll enjoy watching the Washington gymnastics on this one."
Comcast President Brian Roberts was
more measured but still happy that News

Corp. lost the bidding. EchoStar "will be
interested in running a profitable distribution company, not perhaps a less profitable
distribution company and a profitable programming company," he said. "At the very
highest level, it's slightly better than the
alternative."
Ergen insists that cable operators should
be plenty worried. Combining DirecTV and
EchoStar will allow him to widely fix DBS's
biggest Achilles heel: the dearth of local
broadcast signals that cable customers are
accustomed to getting. Currently, the DBS
services offer "local-in -local" packages of
broadcast stations in about 40 markets.
However. Ergen said, after combining under
the DirecTV brand, he will be able to offer
local signals in 100 markets, representing
86% of the nation's 105 million TV homes.
And because, ultimately, he won't have
to carry ESPN twice or MTV twice, he can
further loosen up spectrum to add services,
such as near-video -on- demand or highspeed Internet.
"We've always had a vision at EchoStar
of competing with cable," Ergen said.
"We're excited now that we can compete
on an equal, level playing field."
Ergen's victory is an outrageous one,
and a bitter defeat for Murdoch. For years
the TV, film and newspaper mogul has
lusted for a U.S. DBS play to fit with his
British Sky Broadcasting, Asia's Star TV
and Sky Latin America.
But it's hard to argue against Ergen's
logic, that the efficiencies of combining two
U.S. DBS operations will throw off more
cash and create more value than Murdoch's plan of combining DirecTV with
DBS assets in England and China.
Since February 2000, Murdoch has been
trying to snag DirecTV and its parent,
Hughes Electronics. Because Hughes is a
tracking-stock subsidiary of General
Motors, he had to persuade two boards of
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Where Echostar
would rank
Cable and DBS by millions of

subscribers!

AT &T

15.1

2

DirecTV- Echostar

14.9

3

AOL

12.7

4

Comcast

8.3

5

Charter

6.9

6

Cox

6.2

7

Adelphia

5.7

8

Cablevision

3.0

9

Insight

1.4

Mediacom

1.0

1

10

directors, first, to sell the operation and,
then, to sell to him.
His proposal: merge Hughes into a
newly created company, Sky Global Networks, which would combine all the DBS
assets. It would also hold a big stake in
interactive TV guide Gemstar.
When they started the process, GM and
Hughes executives probably could have
unloaded Hughes for $50 billion to $60
billion. But they pondered and delayed and
studied so long that the market collapsed.
To keep his proposal tax -free, Murdoch
would have had to strip assets out of Sky
Global because Hughes's stock value was
dropping so dramatically.
Ergen had been trying to get in the door
to negotiate with a proposal of his
own. Although GM and
Hughes executives last
week lauded EchoStar as
a compelling match, they
had been rebuffing his
approaches for months.
So in August, Ergen
a gambler banned from
some casinos for counting
cards at the blackjack
table-offered a "bear hug."
He faxed an offer first to GM
and Hughes, then to the press. By
rallying GM and Hughes shareholders into calling for a bidding
war, Ergen embarrassed
GM into negotiating

-

with him.

When GM's board spent the weekend
before Halloween reviewing the bids,
Ergen couldn't even lock down his financing. The carmaker wanted assurances that
he could come up with $5.5 billion in cash
on top of the $23 billion in EchoStar stock.
News Corp. had cash commitments
from Microsoft and Liberty Media. Ergen
needed to borrow but could secure only a
bridge loan for half the cash. Ergen, who is
notorious for chiseling investment- banking
fees, couldn't come to terms with UBS
Warburg, which had helped get him to the
table.
GM's board accepted a personal guarantee against Ergen's EchoStar holdings to
cover the dangling $2.75 billion. "He doesn't even have the cash," said a frustrated
News Corp. executive. "They had to backstop him, and they still took the deal."
In a "you- can't- fire -me -I -quit" move,
Murdoch withdrew his offer, and the GM
board signed off Ergen's plan.
To keep the deal tax -free, current
Hughes shareholders will retain majority
ownership of the combined companies,
about 53 %. EchoStar shareholders will
own 36%, and GM keeps 11%. Ergen will
be chairman of the combined companies
and have 18% of the equity. DirecTV
founding CEO and now Hughes executive
Eddy Hartenstein said he may have a management role in the combined companies.
That's if the deal survives antitrust
scrutiny. While that would be a
failure for GM officials, it
wouldn't necessarily be so
bad for Ergen. EchoStar
would benefit from the same
disarray that cable operators
are anticipating. Other than
having to pay a $600 million
breakup fee, "he wins if he
loses, he wins if he wins," said
one cable CEO. "I'm not
sure he wants to
clo..
Rupert Murdoch coveted
DirecTV, but, in the end, he
was

outbid by Ergen.
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THE FLORIDA
OUTDOOR DIVISION
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conclusion in the past, and the FCC uses
that definition."
Second, and much more important,

Facing the

regulators
With little opposition in sight, DBS

merger could squeeze by
B
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the Clinton administration quashed a $129
billion merger between the
No. 2 and No. 3 long -distance phone companies,
VG'orldcom and Sprint, even though they
were taking on entrenched competitor
AT &T. Last month, Bush antitrust regulators killed No. 3 rum distiller Diageo and
Pernod's attempt to buy No. 2 Vivendi's
Seagram even though combined production was less than No. 1 Bacardi's.
Those precedents don't seem to bode
well for EchoStar Communications Chairman Charlie Ergen, since his proposed $30
billion deal to buy DBS rival DirecTV
would reduce consumers' pay -TV choice
from three distributors in most markets to
just two: DBS and cable.
But Ergen has a key element in his
favor: No big crowd is lining up against the
Last year,

deal.

The most obvious protesters -cable
operators that compete against Ergenseem to be sitting this out. Operators will
enjoy watching its biggest rivals tying themselves up in knots for months trying to get

approval.
AOL Time Warner's Gerald Levin said
at a breakfast meeting that "I don't believe
there are antitrust concerns. Charlie Ergen
is an entrepreneur and should have his day
in the sun."
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And consumer advocates are thanking
their lucky stars they aren't facing the tag
team of News Corp.'s Rupert Murdoch
and Liberty Media'sJohn Malone.
House Energy and Commerce Committee
Chairman Billy Tauzin (R-La.) last week said
he would back the merger as long as EchoStar
would agree to national pricing terms guaranteeing rural subscribers fair prices.
Add to that regulators' years-long effort to
check the power of cable operators, and their
annoyance over constant price increases.

There are plenty of skeptics, though.
Soon after the merger was announced, analysts began rating its chances: "This has a

one -in -three chance," said Scott Cleland,
CEO of the Precursor Group, an independent research company in Washington. "It
can get done; it's just not likely to get done."
Ergen's challenge in Washington is twofold. First, he must convince antitrust
authorities and the FCC that the market
includes both satellite and cable and he's
merely merging the No. 3 and No. 6 players. "If the market is satellite -only," he says,
"then even I wouldn't approve this deal."
Convincing the authorities shouldn't be
too hard. "I would be very surprised if the
authorities didn't decide that the market
was the entire multichannel market," says
Phil Verveer, partner at the Washington
law firm of Willkie, Farr and Gallagher.
"Antitrust authorities have come to that

Ergen must prove that consumers would get
better prices and services if the two DBS
companies were allowed to become one.

His best chance at accomplishing that is
to prove that the merger will produce efficiencies that would be otherwise impossible. Because satellite TV relies on spectrum, he rightfully can argue that he can
better serve the public by operating one
nationwide satellite service against cable
operators. A merged EchoStar- DirecTV
has to carry each local TV station only
once, as opposed to taking up satellite
space on both systems. That would open
room for EchoStar to carry more local TV
stations and serve more markets.
"Aggregating the spectrum means Echo Star ought to be able to bring local -intolocal service into smaller markets, and it
ought to be able to carry smaller channels,
about which we care," said Andrew
Schwartzman, president of non-profit law
firm Media Access Project. "That would
improve the distribution of broadcast services into the rural communities."
Right now, EchoStar and DirecTV offer
local TV stations in about 40 markets.
Most markets are duplicative, so the two
services are using valuable spectrum to
carry the same local TV signals.
"At a minimum, government regulators
should condition this deal on a guarantee
that this additional satellite channel capacity be devoted to the carriage of the signals
of all local television stations," said NAB
President Eddie Fritts last week. Broadcasters did not say that they would support
the deal if their condition was granted, but
they also do not oppose it.
Ergen appears willing to accept any
number of conditions. Asked about critics'
skepticism of the approval, he said, "Are
these the same guys who gave us a one -in100 shot to get a satellite up and launch it on
a Chinese rocket? Are these the same guys
who gave us a one -in -10 shot of doing this
deal? I'm very excited that our odds are
improving."

Programming

A hitch

in

Fox's

stagger plan

Delays put season launches up against competitors' November sweeps efforts
By

Joe Schlosser

year, and I think they have a great shot this

Fox programmers decided to
start their season with a staggered

Whcn

launch, they didn't expect to be
rolling out the majority of their new and
returning shows during November sweeps.
"It's been tough waiting in the wings,"
says Fox Entertainment President Gail
Berman. "This was not our intent."
Major League Baseball's postseason was
pushed back a week in the wake of Sept.
11, and Fox, in the first year of a six -year
deal to carry all of baseball's postseason,
was forced to fall back, too. Most of the
network's prime time schedule during
October and the first week of this month
was occupied by playoff and World Series
games. As a result, most of Fox's Tuesday -,
Wednesday -, Thursday - and Sunday-night
lineup gets under way this month.
The monkey wrench in Fox's plan came
as network programmers were getting
ready to resume where they had left off last
season: just three-tenths of a rating point
behind NBC in adults 18-49.
With the most anticipated new show of
the season in 24, a second installment of
Temptation Island, and a crop of young
comedies starting to show some legs, the
plan was to allow shows to get started outside the fall onslaught and to receive invaluable promotion during the playoffs.
Because of the delays, however, the majority of Fox's series are now debuting against
rival networks' strong November sweeps
efforts.
"We certainly found the staggered
launch to be a good strategy last year. This
one has been stretched more than our original plan due to events of the day, and it
has obviously put us at somewhat of a disadvantage," says Berman. "But we are get-

year. But the jury is still out on their new

The plan was for Temptation Island 2 and
most of Fox's prime time shows to debut

outside the fall onslaught.

shows."
Fox averaged a 4.5 rating/12 share in
adults 18-49 last season. topping all rival networks except NBC, which scored a 4.8/13 in
the demo, according to Nielsen Media
Research. The year before, Fox finished
fourth in the category and was floundering.
Berman, who started at Fox after the
network's rough 1999-2000 season, notes:
"We're looking to stay in the game, improve our performance and put on shows
of high quality. If we ... come near NBC
again, that will be icing on the cake."
While Fox's schedule is strong from Saturday through Tuesday, the network's
Wednesday -Friday lineup is still in flux.
Wednesday night opens with sitcom repeats, for which Fox programmers took a
lot of flak when they announced their lineup last May, and Berman says Wednesdays
will be "a work in progress throughout the
year." Thursday has Temptation Island 2 for

ting in the game now, and we just have to
deal with what we have."
Last week, Fox's Monday drama duo of
Boston Public and Ally McBeal started the
2001 -02 campaign on a strong note, winning the night in adults
18-49. The net's Tuesday Network programmers were getting ready
night pairing of comedies
That '70s Show and
to resume where they had left off last
freshman Undeclared has
season: just three -tenths of a rating point
fared well in the ratings,
behind NBC in adults 18 -49.
while new Friday -night
drama Pasadena and reality series Love Cruise have struggled.
the short term, and Friday's combination of
Action series 24 debuts Nov 6, TemptaDark Angel and Pasadena is not clicking. Of
tion Island 2 on Nov. 7, the full Sunday Friday's sluggish ratings, Berman says,
night roster including The X -Files on Nov.
"We are not overly pleased with those num11, and critically acclaimed comedy The
bers ... but we are trying to stay committed
Bernie Mac Show on Nov. 14.
to the material at this point."
"I think the core schedule at Fox is still
For midseason, Fox has three comedies in
pretty solid," says media buyer Tom
production, including a '70s Show follow -up
DeCabia, of Advanswers PHD. "They
titled That '80s Show and Ally McBeal's succame awfully close to catching NBC last
cessor, due in March, drama Emma Brody.
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SyndicationWatch
OCT. 15 -21

Syndicated programming ratings according to Nielsen Media Research

TOP 25 SHOWS
HH

HH

AA

GAA

Wheel of Fortune

9.0

9.0

2

Jeopardy

7.7

7.7

3

Entertainment Tonight

6.0

6.1

Rank Program
1

5th Wheel gets rolling
Universal Worldwide

TV

executives are hop-

ing their new dating series, The 5th Wheel,

3

Oprah

6.0

6.1

5

Friends

5.9

6.7

can follow the path paved by the studio's

6

Seinfeld

5.2

5.6

veteran series, Blind Date.

7

Judge Judy

4.9

6.8

8

Everybody Loves Raymond

4.7

5.3

Blind Date, which is currently in its third

9

Live With Regis and Kelly

4.0

4.0

season in syndication, started slowly in the

10

Seinfeld (wknd)

3.6

4.1

11

Entertainment Tonight (wknd)

3.5

3.6

12

Wheel of Fortune (wknd)

3.3

3.3

13

Extra

3.1

3.2

13

Inside Edition

3.1

3.1

15

Andromeda

3.0

3.2

15

Frasier

3.0

3.2

and wound up overall for its

15

Mutan:

3.0

3.2

averaging

15

Access Hollywood

3.0

3.1

X

national ratings and steadily rose through-

out its first year into

a

first -run hit.

"Blind Date premiered at

a

1.3 [national

household rating], started getting traction

TV

a

first season

2.0," says Universal Worldwide

Senior Vice President Matt Cooperstein.

15

Everybody Loves Raymond

3.0

3.0

20

Judge Joe Brown

2.8

3.6

"If we

21

Jerry Springer

2.7

2.9

in business."

22

Just Shoat

2.6

2.8

22

Maury

2.6

2.8

22

Stargate

2.6

2.8

1.0 national weekly rating and, in its third week, the week ended Oct. 21, pushed its way up

22

Hollywood Squares

2.6

2.7

to

Me

5G -1

a

that with 5th Wheel, we'll

5th Wheel debuted this fall with

be

5th Wheel is two -tenths of a ratings point
behind the No. 1 new relationship series.
The

a

1.2, according to Nielsen Media Research. The series currently ranks second out of the

four new relationship series in syndication, trailing Warner Bros.' newcomer Elimidate by two -

TOP COMEDY SHOWS

tenths of

HH

Rank Program

The

can do

a

ratings point in the weekly polls.

HH

AA

GAA

I

Friends

5.9

6.7

2

Seinfeld

5.2

5.6

3

Everyoody Loves Raymond

4.7

5.3

According to Cooperstein, 5th Wheel is currently cleared in approximately 75% of the country
in late -night time periods, with some early -fringe, daytime and overnight time slots as well.
The studio has wasted

little time getting the

show upgrades in an effort to improve its

4

Seinfeld (wknd)

3.6

4.1

national ratings. The show is moving from overnight to 10:30 p.m. on

5

Frasier

3.0

3.2

from 12:30 a.m. to

According to Nielsen Media Research Syndication
Service Ranking Report Oct. 15 -21, 2001

TV

Orlando, Fla.,

adding

a

second run in New Orleans. Upgrades are

pending in Buffalo, N.Y.; Little Rock, Ark.; and Tampa, Fla., Cooperstein says.

"I think people

HH /GAA = Gross Aggregate Average

represents 1% of the 105.5 million

WKCF -TV

p.m. on KSAT-TV San Antonio, and from 2:30 a.m. to 11:30 p.m. on

WGNO -TV New Orleans. The series is also

HH /AA = Average Audience Rating (households)

One Nielsen Rating = 1,055,000 households, which

3

are starting to see

that 5th Wheel is separating itself from the pack of imi-

tators," Cooperstein says. "I just need to get the show in front of more available audiences."

-Joe Schlosser
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MORE NEWS

IN MOTOWN
Ken Jobe, newly hired news

director at CBS's Detroit duopoly, will be taking over an operation slightly smaller than one
he runs at Hearst- Argyle's
WLWT(TV) Cincinnati. Jobe
notes, though, that, even in an
environment seeing more
shrinkage than growth, the
Detroit stations plan to grow.
WWJ(TV) had been the
only CBS -owned station not
to run local news but added
newscasts after CBS acquired
WKBD(TV) Detroit's news
department in the CBS Viacom deal. The current 11/2
hours per day on WKBD -TV
might have been considerable
for a station under prior Paramount management but is
well below the norm for one
run by CBS.
Jobe replaces Tom Bell,
who had been WKBD's news
director when it was a
Paramount station. He takes
over at the end of the month,
seeing his current station
through much of sweeps.
He'll be there long enough
to see which of the two former
WLWT -TV anchors, Courtis
Fuller or incumbent Mayor
Charlie Luken, will be
running Cincinnati for the
next four years.
PITTSBURGH LOSES
A NEWS ICON
Patti Bums, 49, who made
history in the 1970s anchoring
with her father, the late Bill
Bums, on KDKA-TV
Pittsburgh, died of lung

cancer last week.
26 Broadcasting & Cable /11 -5 -01
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WAR ON

TERRORISM

Special for sweeps
KPIX -TV San Francisco reporter Hank

plans

a

Plantés "In Perspective" series

comprehensive look at terrorism and its regional and

national repercussions

as

part of November sweeps programming.

Believed to be the first
father -daughter anchor team,
they were called "Patti and
Daddy," and she did not
refrain from calling her father
"Dad" on the air. But she
developed her own
reputation, reporting from
China, from Vietnam and
throughout Pittsburgh,
winning numerous awards.
The Pittsburgh Post- Gazette
likened the Pittsburgh native's
local stature to royalty: "Her
contentious split from
Channel 2 almost five years
ago was a major news story."
Bums left KDKA -TV in
1997 after being offered less
money for less work at a time
when she was apparently considering a run for public
office. She remained in
Pittsburgh, running media
training and production company Bums Communications.
Bums is survived by her hus-

band, attorney Charles Cohen;
her mother, and a brother.

UNIVISION ADDITION
Entravision Communications
last week launched KNRV-TV,
a UHF station in the No. 48
market, Reno, Nev, as a
Spanish -language Univision
affiliate. The station had been
a shopping channel.
Viola Cody, a veteran
Nevada broadcast saleswoman
and member of the Nevada
Broadcasters Hall of Fame,
was named general manager.
Entravision already owns
KNRV-FM in the market.

POLITICAL PRAISE
Three veteran Seattle news
anchors will be spotlighted at
the Washington News Council's
third Annual Gridiron West
Dinner there Sunday night.
Jean Enersen of KING -TV,
Kathi Goertzen of KOMO-TV,

and Susan Hutchison of KIROTV will be toasted by local
politicos, former Mayors Norm
Rice and Charles Royer and
U.S. Senators Patty Murray and
Maria Cantwell.
RETRANS EXTENSION

IN FAIRFAX
There was no settlement of
differences regarding retransmission of Allbritton Communications' WJLA -TV
Washington and
NewsChannel 8 over Cox
Cable's Fairfax, Va., MSO. As
the one -month extension
agreed to at the end of
September expired last week,
the parties agreed to another
one, but there was no
agreement on the contract.
Still, parties said the sides
have come closer in the past
month- a far cry from their
earlier war of words, in which
each side tried to mobilize the
public to its side.
BUT WILL HE BEND?
KRIV(TV) Houston reporter
Ned Hibberd sang backup
vocals for a local radio
station's CD "Bend Over Bin
Laden," sung to the tune of
"Roll Over Beethoven." Hibberd told the Houston Press
he was talked into singing
when doing a story on the
recording, and has no regrets.
Hibberd said he mentioned
his participation in the story
that he did.

All news is local. Contact Dan
Trigoboff at (301) 260-0923,
e -mail dtrig. erols.com or fax
(413) 254 -4133.
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FocusChattanooga
THE MARKET
DMA rank

Population

834,000

TV homes

337,000

Income per capita

515,269

TV

Chattanooga, Tenn.s four TV
stations with news departments
jointly produced a special lauding
the market's United Way.

86

revenue rank

88

$45.1 million

TV revenue, 2000

COMMERCIAL TV STATIONS
Ch.

Affil.

Owner

9

ABC

Freedom

WDEF -TV

12

CBS

Media

3

WRCB -TV

3

NBC

Sarkes Tarzia

4

WDSI -TV

61

Fox

Pegasus

5

WFLI -TV

42

WB

Lambert

Rank*
1

WTVC(TV)

2

May 2001,

total householcs,

u

Competition, Southern -style
When NYPD Blue in 1993 warned in promo ads

a.ln, -r a.m., Sun. -Sat.

tial nudity,"
ABC

CABLE /DBS
Penetration
ADS subscribers **

penetration

DBS

carnage of local TV?

duced

62,700
No

economic punch the Sept.
"We were

Rating /share * **

10/22

felt the kind of

attacks inflicted on Chattanooga's television ad sales.

just seeing some recovery starting to kick in," Lingerfelt notes. "I've seen down-

it

He has

looks like those 0 %-

left six positions

unfilled at the station, though, and, for financial reasons, is not going to NAIPE this January,

"for the first time I can remember."

16.8/26

WTVC is

6 p.m. newscast

12/26

WTVC

a

1

the market leader ( "barely," Lingerfelt insists) although it's

position with

11 p.m. newscast

WRCB -TV,

reasonably shared

a

the Sarkes Tarzian NBC affiliate. "We're so close you could just throw

blanket over us," Lingerfelt says. His news usually dominates, he says, mainly because

anchor Bob Johnson is in his 26th year and others there, including nine -year veteran news

8/24

WRCB -TV

director Steve Hunsicker, have strong Local ties. "They've been together since 1496,"

2001, total households

Sources: Nielsen Media Research,

11

financing deals from automakers are becoming really helpful."

Network show

"'May

that local residents were putting their dollars toward victims of the

turns, but never like this when sales just fell off the cliff. But now

(WTVC)

jointly pro-

half -hour special extolling the work of the Chattanooga United Way. Why? The charity

"I've never seen anything like that on television before," says Jerry Lingerfelt, general

WHAT'S NO. 1

Survivor (WDEF)

was a hot day, so the station served Coca -Cola to the protesters.

manager of Freedom Communications' WTVC. On the flip side, nor has he ever

Systems. includes DBS and other
non-cable services, according to Nielsen Media Research

of Fortune

It

World Trade Center disaster, inadvertently slighting the needy in the area.

"A'ternative Delivery

Wheel

a

and GMs were fearful

18.6°

Syndicated show

WTVC(TV).

ket. For example, on Oct. 22, the market's four stations with news departments

70 %

ADS

affiliate

that its premiere episode would include "par-

small handful of Chattanooga, Tenn., viewers picketed outside the studios of

It's that kind of Southern hospitality that seems to permeate the nation's 86th- largest mar236,000

Cable subscribers (HH)

a

-P.J.

Lingerfelt jokes.

Bednarski

KA Research

HATCHETT RULES HOUSTON!
With the Time Period's Best October Performance In 9 Years,
JUDGE HATCHETT Shows Outstanding Year to Year Growth on KHWB!

ro

JUDGE.

CHETT

She's All That.

1.7
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COLUMBIA TRISTAR
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2001

Source: NSI, WRAP Overnights, HH cume rtg. Oct 2000 (10/2/00. 10ß7 /00 at 12N and
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ChangingHands
TVs
WOTV(TV) Battle Creek, Mich.
Price: $2.25 million
Buyer. Wood License Co. LLC (Gregory

M. Schmidt, president)
Sellen Channel 41 Inc. (John W.

Lawrence, president)
Facilities: Ch.41; 5,000 kW, ant. 1,076 ft.
Affiliation: ABC

Chambers, president); no other broadcast
interests
Sellen Dalhart Broadcasters (Robert J.
Beller, president)
Facilities: KXIT(AM): 1240 kHz, 1 kW
day, 1 kW night; KXIT-FM: 95.9 MHz, 3
kW, ant. 171 ft.
Format KXIT(AM): country; KXIT-FM:
country
KRFS(AM) and KRFS -FM Superior, Neb.

Combos
and WRBN(FM) Clayton, Ga.,
and WFSC -AM and WNCC -FM Franklin,
WGHC -AM

N.C.
Price: $1.4 million
Buyer. Sutton Radiocasting Corp.

(Douglas Sutton Jr., chairman/CEO);
owns six other stations, none in this market
Selien Sorenson Broadcasting Corp.
(Dean Sorenson, president)
Facilities: WGHC -AM: 1370 kHz, 3 kW;
WRBN(FM): 104.1 MHz; 190 W, ant.
1,2% ft.; WFSC-AM: 1050 kHz, 1 kW
day, 1 kW night; WNCC -FM: %.7 MHz,

6kW,ant.- 331ft.
Format WGHC -AM: adult standard;
WRBN(FM): AC; WFSC-AM: country;
WNCC -FM: country
KHIL(AM) and KWCX(FM) Willcox,
Ariz.
Price: $1.1 million
Buyer. Lakeshore Media LLC (Chris

Devine, member); no other broadcast
interests
Sellen William Konopnicki
Facilities: KHIL(AM): 1250 kHz, 5 kW
day, 196 W night; KWCX(FM): 104.9
MHz, 730 W, ant. 3,176 ft.
Format KHIL(AM): country;
KWCX(FM): AC
Broken Kalil & Co. Inc.
KPOC(AM) and KPOC -FM Pocahontas, Ark.
Price: $410,000
Buyer. Bobby Caldwell; owns six other
stations, none in this market
Sellen Scott Media Services (Tim Scott,
president)
Facilities: KPOC(AM): 1420 kHz, 1 kW
day; KPOC -FM: 103.9 MHz, 6 kW, ant.
144 ft.

Format KPOC (AM): soft AC; KPOCFM: soft AC
KXIT(AM) & KXIT -FM Dalhart, Texas
Price: $325,000
Buyer. Dalhart Radio Inc. (George
28 Broadcasting
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Price: $150,000
Buyer. CK Broadcasting Inc. (Cory
Kopsa, president); no other broadcast
interests
Sellen Hoeflicker Stations (Herbert R.
Hoeflicker, president)
Facilities: KRFS(AM): 1600 kHz, 2 kW
day, 44 W night; KFRS -FM: 103.9 MHz, 6
kW, ant. 220 ft.
Format KRFS(AM): country; KRFS -FM:
country
FMs
WAVF(FM) Hanahan (Charleston), S.C.
Price: $6 million
Buyer. Apex Broadcasting Inc. (Dean

Pearce, president); owns six other stations,
including WJZX -FM Charleston
Sellen Maverick Media (Gary Rozynek,

KGER(FM) Quincy, Wash.
Price: $700,000
Buyer. Butterfield Broadcasting Corp.

(Mick Tacher, president/director); owns
seven other stations, none in this market
Sellen Quincy Community Radio
(Thomas Reed, sole proprietor)
Facilities: 95.9 MHz, 3 kW, ant. 1,047 ft.
Format Christian talk
KOZX(FM) Cabool, Mo.
Price: $110,000

Buyer Communications Works Inc. (R
William Jones, owner); owns two other
stations, none in this market
Sellen Twin Cities Broadcasting Inc.
(Russell Wood, president)
Facilities: 98.1 MHz, 3 kW, ant. 220 ft.
Format Country
KPVW -FM Aspen, Colo.
Price: $57500
Buyer. Entravision Communications Co.

LLC (Walter Ulloa, chairman/CEO); owns
51 other stations, none in this market
Sellen Aspen FM Inc. (Martha Tapias
Mansfield)
Facilities: 107.1 MHz, 21 kW, ant. 361 ft.
Format Not on the air

AMs

president/COO)
Facilities: %.1 MHz, 100 kW, ant. 538 ft.
Format AOR

WTCV(AM) Lajas, P.R.
Price: $535,500
Buyer. Perry John Galiano Cruz; no other

Broken Kalil & Co. Inc.
KAJZ(FM) North Fork (Fresno), Calif.
Price: $5 million, plus additional $500,000
if new CP moving station from Merced,
Calif., market to Fresno is completed at
time of closing
Buyer: Hispanic Broadcasting Corp.
(McHenry Tichenor Jr., president/CEO);
owns 53 other stations, none in this market
Sellen Merced Radio Partners (Edward
Hoyt Jr., president)
Facilities: 107.9 MHz; 8 kW, ant. 600 ft.

broadcast interests
Sellen Pedro Roman Collazo
Facilities: 1510 kHz; 1 kW day, I kW
night
Format Spanish/tropical
WRJQ(AM) Appleton (Appleton -

Format Jazz
Broken Larry Patrick and Greg Guy,
Patrick Communications
KGNT(FM) Smithfield, Utah
Price: $775,000
Buyer. Sun Valley Radio Inc. (M. Kent
Frandsen, president); owns six other stations, none in this market
Sellen Legacy Communications Corp. (E.
Morgan Skinner Jr., president/CEO)
Facilities: 103.9 MHz; 3 kW, ant. 2 ft.
Format Country

Oshkosh
Sellen Winnebago Broadcasting Inc. (Jane
Koeffler, acting president)
Facilities: 1570 kHz, 1 kW day, 331 W

Oshkosh), Wis.
Price: $450,000
Buyer. Woodward Communications Inc.

(Craig Trongaard, president/COO); owns
four other stations, including
WHBY(AM) and WAPL -FM Appleton -

night
Format Big band/nostalgia

-Information provided by
BIA Financial Networks'
Media Access Pm,

Chantilly,

Va.

www.bia.com

Over 7,000 clearances ... and growing daily!
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Band of colluding broadcasters?
Station groups seek ways to make more money from free

TV

By Bill McConnell

In 1996, the Justice
Department declared that the Big
Three affiliates in Corpus Christi, Texas, violated antitrust laws by

in lucrative package deals.

Negotiating retransmission fees as a
group won't be easy. After all, the tactic is
illegal, and policymakers don't appear

refusing to grant retransmission rights to
the local Tele- Communications Inc. system
until each had inked a
Jeff Smulyan says of
deal.
the meeting: "This was
Justice officials found
one of a series of
informal discussions
that KRIS -TV, KIII-TV
about the future of the
and KZTV -TV conspired
business ... the start of
a long dialogue."
to raise the prices charged
to TCI by refusing any
retransmission deal that
drew Fisher, reported by BROADCASTING &
gave a competitive edge to any station.
"They must not band together and colCABLE last week to have been in the meeting, did not attend.
lude in their dealings with cable compaSmulyan and his companions aren't saynies," Assistant Attorney General Anne
ing what strategies they came up with.
Bingaman said at the time.
"This was one of a series of informal disFast forward to today. Caught between
cussions about the future of the business,"
a tanking economy and the expensive tranhe said last week, noting that they were "at
sition to digital, stations need every dollar
the start of a long dialogue." But sources
they can get, and that may mean asking the
say collective bargaining for retrans could
Justice Department to allow them to "colland on the agenda, if it isn't already there.
lude" in order to get maximum value for
Tops among broadcasters' concerns is
their signals.
Two weeks ago, the heads of some of
creating a secondary revenue stream to make
up for disappointing growth in ad revenue.
the country's largest affiliate TV station
One idea Smulyan has been advocating is
groups met in New York to talk about new
ways of doing business in a world where
getting more compensation from cable operviewers are willing to pay for programators for carriage of stations' signals.
ming, rather than relying on traditional
Currently, few cable companies pay affiliates and independent stations outside the
free, advertising -driven TV.
Included in the group were Emmis
top markets for the right to carry their signals. Most smaller stations opt for must Communications' Jeff Smulyan, Post Newsweek Stations' Alan Frank and
carry because they can't risk losing carriage
if negotiations fail.
Hearst -Argyle's David Barrett. Cox's An-
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Stations owned by the big networks
don't face the same dilemma because their
parent companies also own major cable
channels such as the Disney Channel,
ESPN and MTV and include their O &Os

I

inclined to go easier on broadcasters.
Broadcasters have tried to win antitrust
exemptions before, most notably during
negotiations over the 1996 Telecommunications Act.
Broadcasters then tried to persuade lawmakers to write into law either a blanket
exemption or, failing that, an "if- carry /mustpay" law requiring cable operators to compensate according to market size.
But lawmakers are wary of antitrust
exemptions, a sentiment that, coupled with
furious lobbying against the measures by
the cable industry, continues to make
prospects for change very dim.
Another option for broadcasters would
be to persuade the Justice Department not
to sue stations on grounds that broadcasters need a leg up against cable operators.
But that approach poses risks, too, because cable operators would still be free to
sue, charging collusion.
Ironically, broadcasters insist that their
antitrust restrictions actually strengthen
cable companies' monopoly power.
Cable operators have the upper hand in
negotiations, broadcasters say, because they
generally have a monopoly in their markets
and, nationwide, account for roughly 80%
of viewers. Because broadcasters must
reach the people who rely on subscription
TV in order to entice advertisers, stations
cannot walk away from cable carriage and
thus have little leverage to drive a hard bargain for carriage rights.
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stations form
tower coalition
NYC

Seek to build new broadcast
tower; Governor's Island

'best option' so
By Michael

far

Grotticelli

New York TV stations are considering Governor's Island as a possible site for a new shared broadcast
tower, either as a primary site or as a backup
to protect against a future catastrophe.
Most of the stations lost their primary
transmitters and antennas when Tower 1 of
the World Trade Center was struck on
Sept. 11. Since then, they have been broadcasting from facilities at the Empire State
Building or towers in Alpine and West
Leven

Orange, NJ.
Organized as the New York/New Jersey
Broadcasters' Coalition, the stations have
tapped Bill Baker, president and CEO of
noncommercial WNET, to lead the effort
to find a site and build the tower.
The Governor's Island site, owned by the
federal government, is the "best option" so
far, Baker said. Governor's Island is off the
southern tip of Manhattan. The proposed
site is 4.5 miles south of the Empire State
Building.

The coalition includes WABC -TV,

WCBS -TV, WHSE -TV; WNBC(TV),
WNET(TV), Telemundo's WNJU -TV,
Fox's WNYW(TV) and WWOR-TV, Tribune's WPIX(TV), Paxson's WPXN -TV,
and Univision's WXTV(TV).
The tower on the Empire State Building
provides good coverage of the market.
Even though some of the coalition stations
have established permanent facilities on
the Empire State Building, all are interested in a second site that could provide
primary or backup analog service and
enough room for planned digital service.
The coalition members now at Empire
are WABC -TV, VC/CBS-IV, WNBC, WNET,
WPIX, WHSE -TV, WXTV and the two
Fox stations. WABC -TV, WNBC, WNET
and WPIX made the switch from Alpine to
Empire just last week.
Other TV and radio stations may
crowd onto the Empire tower. Baker said
management at Empire (Helmsley- Spear)
is "looking at a number of creative ways to
locate stations there."
According to Baker, New York State
Governor George Pataki has instructed his
Office of Technology in Albany to look into
easing tower restrictions on Governor's
Island, while other officials, induding U.S.

WNET's Bill Baker, who is heading the
coalition, says federal and state officials are
helping in the search for a tower site.

Senator Charles Schumer, also appear willing to help the broadcasters get back on air.
"Federal and state officials are very concerned about the television industry in
New York and have all said that television
is vital to the distribution of emergency
information and to the New York economy, so they're helping us," Baker said.
Coalition stations will share legal,

accounting, insurance and construction
costs, although Baker couldn't say how
much.
Once it has picked a site, it hopes to be
on air within a year to 18 months, "although you never know how these things
will play out," Baker noted. Finding a site
that isn't limited by local zoning, FAA
height restrictions, and signal interference
with other markets is a challenge, he said.
The coalition looked at the Fresh Kills
landfill in Staten Island, approximately 15
miles south of Empire. But it was deemed
impractical because signals would interfere

with Philadelphia stations and height restrictions due to nearby Newark Airport
would limit the stations' coverage.
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Putting some Wow in DTV
Start -up company will test interactive service over digital station in Salt Lake City
By

Michael Grotticelli
ringing low -cost digital reception
and interactivity to analog TV sets is

B

why we'll eventually succeed or fail."

Steve Lindsley's vision. To realize it,

he is planning a 50 -home trial of his Wow
Digital TV service in Salt Lake City during
the Winter Olympics in February.
With the proprietary Wow box attached
to TVs and telephone line, participating
homes will be able to receive digital broadcasts of Olympics coverage on their analog
sets, call up data and make purchases over
their TVs.
For the trial, Lindsley will have the help
of Bonneville International, owner of Salt
Lake City's NBC affiliate, KSL -TV. The
station is committed to broadcasting 70
hours of local Olympics coverage over its
digital station, KSL -DT, and enhancing it
with Wow interactive data. Lindsey is the
former head of KSL -DT.
If the trial goes well, he hopes to take
the service to market next year, selling the
boxes for $200.
Here's how it works. A small icon
appears in an upper comer of the picture,
informing viewers that the broadcast is enhanced. Clicking on that icon shrinks the
video screen (à la Headline News) to reveal
a series of "virtual" channels that lead to
more information about the program being
viewed or to the transactional services.
Lindsley knows how he will market the

Stations would share in revenue from
on -screen transactions and sell sponsorships
for links to weather, sports, entertainment
through the N.

service to broadcasters. Stations will share in

revenue generated by the on -screen transactions. They will also be able to sell sponsor-

ships for interactive data links to weather,
sports, entertainment and other services
through the TV. More than one station within
a market can be involved in the service.
Lindsley will provide stations with software templates from U.K. -based OpenTV
that will allow station staff to insert data
into their digital signal. The Wow boxes
are manufactured by Advanced Digital
Broadcast, of Taipei.
According to Lindsley, the Wow box
can receive digital signals off the air or
from a cable box.
Lindsley said he'll negotiate various content deals, to make the service more attractive. "Content is the most important reason

Centralization
,

multichannel operations, you can
trust the solutions from one of the
industry's leading automation and

tes
of scale with Encoda's range of
automation and business systems,
in a central hub or connected

media delivery system suppliers.

across facilities.

The Wow system will not use the Internet initially, he said, but it might do so
down the road. All enhanced data will
come from the station itself.
"The viewer never leaves the on -air program," Lindsley explained. "That's important because today's competitive market
requires that stations keep viewers watching. The two -screen approach [TV and
Web site] just hasn't worked for broadcasters the way we all thought it would."
ADB has developed the 8-VSB receiver
chips necessary to receive digital signals
and has included OpenTV interactive software to display and facilitate interactivity.
Both ADB and OpenTV are major
investors in Wow Digital TV, Lindsley said,
but he wouldn't reveal how much money
they have committed.
Offering the service free to consumers is
the only way interactive TV can be successful in America, Lindsley said, adding that
giving them digital reception for $200 is
sure to be a hit.
Others have tried subscription -based
data broadcast services to consumers' PCs.
But Lindsley believes that's the wrong
model for broadcasters. Stations don't
want to be in the computer or Internet
business, he said. "They want to be in the
broadcasting business: We're broadcast centric and will continue that way."
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People
Broadcast

TV

Richard D. Adams, general

manager, KXII -TV Sherman,
Texas, named regional
VP /general manager, KWTX-

TV Waco, Texas.
Robert P. Gilbert, general
sales manager, WBPX(TV)
Boston, promoted to GM.
Susan Kelly, local sales
manager, WIAT(TV)
Birmingham, Ala., promoted
to general sales manager.
Appointments at KMAXTV Sacramento, Calif.: Gavin
Joe, national sales manager,
KUVS(TV) Modesto, Calif.,
joins in the same capacity;
Tom Marciano, local sales
manager, KVVU -TV
Henderson, Nev, joins in the
same capacity; John Mansker,
local sales manager,

KOVR(TV) Stockton, Calif.
joins as account executive.

Cable TV
E. Silva, senior VP,
corporate development and
technology, Charter
Communications, St. Louis,
promoted to executive
VP/chief technical officer.

Stephen

Programming
Patrick Connolly, executive
director, programming and
development, Fox Family
Worldwide, Los Angeles,
appointed VP, Fox Kids, Fox
Broadcasting Co., Los
Angeles.
Appointments at In
Demand, New York: Peter
Schamel, director, e- business
strategy,

KPMG Consulting,
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New York, named senior
VP /chief information officer;
Lisa Shab, associate director,

Obituary

affiliate relations/sales

Popular KYW -TV Philadelphia newswoman

operations, promoted to
director, affiliate-relations

Siani Lee

operations, Customer Care

28. The 39-year -old had co- anchored the 6

Center; Michele Sinisi,

p.m. news with veteran Larry Kane since April

regional marketing manager,
affiliate marketing, promoted
to regional senior manager.
Debra Delman, senior
VP /chief financial officer,
Emmis International, New
York, joins Hearst -Argyle,
New York, as VP, finance.
Wendy Nordstrom,
coordinator, drama and
comedy series, Touchstone
Television, Los Angeles,
named director, series
development, Granada
Entertainment USA, Los
Angeles.
Gary Morgenstern, director, brand management,
ESPN, Bristol, Conn.,
promoted to executive
director, ESPN Outdoor.

1999. She had previously worked at

Radio
Beverly Tilden, senior VP,

marketing, AMFM Inc.,
Boston, named marketing
director, WQSX -FM Boston,
and integrated marketing
director, Entercom Radio,
Boston.

Journalism
Ken Jobe, news director,

WLWT(TV) Cincinnati, joins
WWJ- TV/WKBD(TV)
Detroit, in the same capacity.
Tod Pritchard, news
director, WKOW -TV

was killed in a car crash in

Chester County, Pa., Sunday afternoon. Oct.

Philadelphia's WCAU(TV) for six years and at
Washington, D.C:s Newschannel 8 before that.

Lee

Lee was also a

herself through college singing with
Police believe Lee drove through

a

talented vocalist who had put
a

big band.

stop sign and was broadsided

by another driver. The intersection has seen at least 20 other acci-

dents,

KYW

reported, and was recently approved for

a

traffic light.

The other driver was treated and released.

Kane

will solo -anchor the

tion decides how

6

p.m. news this week, while the sta-

it will proceed

in Lee's absence. Kane called Lee "a

self-made woman who set the gold standard for work ethic, never

forgot the people or her purpose in broadcasting."
Korea -born, Lee won the Society of Professional Journalists

Dateline Award for her reporting on relations between the African American and Korean communities in Washington.

-Dan

She is survived by her mother and brother.

Madison, Wis., joins
KITV(TV) Honolulu, in the
same capacity.
Steve Noviello, consumer
and investigative reporter,
WVNY(TV) Burlington, Vt.,
joins WGHP(TV) High
Point, N.C., in the same
capacity.
Appointments at WPHLTV Philadelphia: Tracy
Humphrey, morning weather
anchor, WKBW -TV Buffalo,
N.Y., joins as reporter/
weekend weather anchor;
Alison Harmelin, anchor,
WATM -TV Altoona, Pa.,
joins as general- assignment
reporter.

Trigoboff

Technology
Carol Lustenader, VP,
finance, Terayon, Santa Clara,

Calif., promoted to CFO.

Klayton Fennell,
executive director, planning
and administration, TESS
Communications Inc.,
Westminster, Colo., joins
Comcast Cable
Communications/Comcast
Business Communications,
Moorestown, NJ., as director,
government affairs.

-P. Llanor Alleyne
palleyne@cahners.com
(212) 337-7141
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In -house entrepreneur
Vien is charged with

building

USA's

portfolio of digital assets

patrick Vien knows it's not easy for a French-Canadian to
break into the American television business. And it's even

harder to crack the New York media circle. But as president of USA Cable's emerging networks, Vien is carving
out a successful niche as he builds Barry Diller's portfolio of digital networks.
"Starting as an unknown outside the American border forced me
to learn everything very quickly," says Vien, who was born and educated in Quebec.
Vien arrived in New York last year after USA Cable purchased
arts channel Trio and global news net News World International
from the Canadian Broadcasting Co. (CBC) and Power Broadcasting. He had been president of the nets since 1997, laboring over
their programming and growth since joining the company in 1994.
After the USA acquisition, Vien stayed on as president of Trio and
NWI and developed future digital networks for USA, including

Patrick Vien
President, emerging
networks, USA Cable
B.

April 22, 1966, Quebec; B.A.,

economics, McGill University,
1989; M.A., communications,

Crime network, which should
debut next year.
Since Trio and NWI
launched in 1994, Vien's company eagerly sought to export
them, particularly to the U.S.
But Vien found it tough to
make inroads across the border.
"We were Canadian, and,
when you're not an insider in
the U.S. media business, it's
tougher," Vien notes. "We had
no tentacles into major cable
operators and no leverage for
getting distribution."
As the media industry consolidated in the late 1990s, Vien
became increasingly eager to
partner with a larger firm. He
knew he needed the help of an
American company to grow his
channels. "I could see the day
coming where our indie status
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dangerous.
But I knew we had built a good
acquirable asset."
The networks were financially sound; Trio and NWI
were part of a healthy $100 million company.
Vien still manages the networks' operations and says he
hasn't been constrained by his
new corporate surroundings.
"I'm not asked to be a divisional manager at USA. I am asked
to be an entrepreneur," he
explains. "I'm in the business
of building assets for USA, not
just managing them."
USA's media muscle has
helped Trio and NWI increase
their distribution. Trio and
NWI now reach about 13 million subs each on several
MSOs' digital tiers and
was going to get

University of Southern

expansive slate of acquired
programming and original docspecials,
umentaries and
including the acclaimed musical series Sessions at West 54th
and a 10 -hour special on the
New Orleans Jazz Festival.
To celebrate the premiere of
the Jazz Festival special last
summer, Trio held a screening
in New York's Bryant Park.
The network expected a few
thousand people; 10,000 came.
"That was the demarcation
for me of leaving the independent sphere and joining USA,"
Vien remarks.
Vien learned the television
business at a young age from
his parents, who owned
Pathonic Network, a group of
Canadian TV stations.
After graduating in 1989
from Montreal's McGill University, he headed south to

deputy programming director,

Atlanta to take part in Turner
Broadcasting's global internship
program. On one of his rotations, he worked with CNN veteran Ed Turner on the domestic

Trio, North American Television

news desk.

(NAIV), 1994; programming

A year later, Vien returned
to Canada with new experience, only to learn that his parents had sold their TV stations.
So he went back to school,
earning a masters in communications business from the University of Southern California's
Annenberg School of Journalism.
He landed his first position
with Canada -based Power
Broadcasting, which sent him
to France to help launch that
country's first local TV stations.

California, 1992; global internship, CNN, 1989 -90; director of

product development television,
Power Broadcasting, 1992 -93;

director and general manager,
Trio, NAIV, 1995; executive vice

president and chief operating

officer, NAIV, 1996; president,
NAIV, 1997 -00; president,
emerging networks, USA Cable,
current position since May
2000; m. Sharon Lavon -Krein,
Aug. 27, 2000

DirecTV.

Vien has been given more
resources and more capital to
grow his networks. The fruits
are showing up on -air. Last
summer, Trio unveiled an

-Allison Romano
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On your desk first thing every morning. TV =ax is the multi -page fax sery ce committed to bringing you the latest breaking
news in the television industry. And now announcing...
Day! Every Friday, TV Fax will include a third page
devoted to the latest news and developmer-s in the ever -changing world of technology. Tech Day's information provides you
with the most recent updates you need to stay ahead of the technology curve. Be the first. Subscribe to TV Fax.

Tech

subscribe, just call 1-800 - 554 -5729;
Outside the US call 818 -487-4552. Or Fax 818 -487-4550
To

$199 annually
BROADCÄSTÏfABLE
Chuck Bolkcom: 775- 852 -1290
Marcia Orcutt: 223 -549 -4114
Yvonne Pettus: 212- 337 -6945
Rob Payne: 212- 337 -7022
Michael Farina: 212- 337 -6941
Classified Advertising & Marketplace Advertising: 866 -258 -1075

visa OUR WEB

SITE

www.broadcastingcable.com

Classifieds
Television
MANAGEMENT AREERS
LANGUAGE CUSTOMIZATION
SERVICES MANAGER
Language Customization Services Manager
needed for Miami post production services co. to
manage efficient and adaptable infrastructure for
television subtitling and Spanish language
closed captioning. Min. req. Bach. Degree in
Business Administration plus 2 yrs. Exp. using
SORTNI subtitling system. Send resumes to
Attom Corporation 12555 Biscayne Blvd., PMB
#833 Miami, FL 33181.

PROMOTION
MANAGER

NEWS

`

The country's first, largest, and most watched
regional cable news channel, is seeking a
Promotion Manager. Position involves producing
promotional
spots
and
editing
on-air
coordinating
community outreach events,
messages
delivering
promotional
across
multiple platforms as well as other pertinent
duties. Limited travel required. Experience
producing promo spots required. Bilingual skills
and avid experience a plus.

and
offer
a
competitive
salary
comprehensive bnfts pkg. Please rush tape and
which
must
include
REF
#
resume,
1105BC6165JFE in cover letter, to: Rainbow
Staffing, 200 Jericho Quadrangle. Jericho. NY
Fax:
or
Email:
11753,
(516)803-3464

We

careers @cablevision.com (indicate REF # In
subject line of email).
No phone calls please

Equal Opportunity Employer

SALES ,iREERS
NATIONAL SALES ASSISTANT

SENIOR WRITER/PRODUCER

This position is responsible for maintaining all
paperwork involved with national sales orders.
Must be proficient in clearing and entering all
orders with immediate notification of all
missed spots, program changes, late runs and
improper airings.
The right candidate must have a high school
diploma or equivalent with some college preferred. Must be computer proficient, with
excellent telephone and organizational skills.
Typing skills should be 50 -60 wpm with less
than 1% errors.
Visit our website: www.wfaa.com
WFAA -TV is an equal opportunity employer
WFAA -TV Co., a Belo subsidiary

KLAS -TV (CBS) is looking for an experienced
and creative SENIOR WRITER/PRODUCER to
join its Creative Services Department. The successful candidate will have proven writing, producing and editing (AVID) skills, and can turn
around effective news topical promotions under
tight deadlines. An enthusiasm for creative and
unexpected solutions to promotional challenges
is a big plus! If you have at least 3 years of news
promotion experience; possess strong communications skills and are willing to work as part of a
team, send your demo tape and resume to:
Marketing Director, KLAS -TV, 3228 Channel 8
Drive, Las Vegas, NV 89109. EOE.

GENERAL SALES MANAGER

MEDIA GENERAL BROADCAST GROUP

WKBW-TV, Buffalo /ABC Affiliate is looking for a
creative, forward thinking individual to lead and
motivate an aggressive sales team, develop sales
strategies and manage inventory to maximize
efficiency. The successful individual will be experienced in new business development, implementing marketing and sales promotions, special
event management, and budget forecasting. A
minimum of three years experience as a General
College degree
Sales Manager is required.
preferred. Send resume by November 16, 2001
to: HR Dept. WKBW -TV 7 Broadcast Plaza,
Buffalo, New York 14202 or via e-mail to
noland @wkbw.com No phone calls please. EOE

175 ADVERTISING SALES "BLUE CHIP" CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Sales Managers

NEWS

1

PRODUCER CAREERS

-

Account Executives

Research

REERS

-

Traffic

-

-

Marketing

Production

Free Service to Candidates

ANCHOR/REPORTER
Comcast SportsNet, Washington DC/Baltimore's
Regional Sports Network, seeks hard working
Anchor /Reporter. If you can handle more than 3
minutes per night and write quality packages send
a non -returnable Beta or VHS tape. Absolutely no
phone calls. do Robin Young, Comcast SportsNet,
7700 Wisconsin Avenue, Bethesda, MD 20814

Apply Now at www.MediaRecruiter.com

M ISCEL LANEOUSCAREERS

ANCHOR/REPORTER
are seeking a hard working anchor/
reporter with a good attitude and a passion
for news.
We

SPORTS PHOTOJOURNALIST

in 40 markets and has affiliations
with all 6 networks. Explore your
opportunities at:

& Cable /11 -5 -01

The opportunity exists for candidates who know
the importance of content and style; produce
fast -paced, creative, well -written and informative
newscasts; have a strong commitment to
news and a quality product; understand the
relationship between station, community and
viewers. Successful candidate(s) must have a
college degree, 3 -5 years senior or executive
producing experience, excellent story telling
skills, good news judgment and previous news
management experience. EOE M/F Drug
Screen. Send resume, tape, and references to:
Human Resources, WIAT-TV, P.O. Box 59496,
Birmingham, AL 35259. No phone calls please.

EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
WFAA -TV, the Belo, ABC affiliate in Dallas-Fort
Worth, seeks a dynamic journalist with excellent
news judgment to lead our three -hour morning
news block. Successful candidate will have at
least eight years of major market experience as
either an Executive Producer or Producer. If you
have the knowledge and expertise to craft a compelling product and you want to join a newsroom
that still believes story content is more important
than story count, rush your curriculum vitae,
news philosophy, and last night's newscast to
News Director, WFAA -TV, 606 Young Street,
Dallas, Texas, 75202. WFAA -TV is an Equal
Opportunity Employer.

FORSALEEQUIPMENT

Send resume to: AR1 -BC, Box 44227,
Shreveport, LA 71134 -4227. EOE.

38 Broadcasting

is looking for two Senior Producers.

SINCLAIR BROADCAST GROUP

Sinclair Broadcast Group, Inc.
owns or programs 62 TV stations

Are you a sports photojournalist in the making?
Do you eat, sleep and drink sports? Do you have
a desire to cover Division 1 sports and high
school programs? Are you someone who can not
only shoot highlights but the stories behind the
highlights? If you are, then your dream job is waiting. One -person -band sports reporting skills a
plus. Send a VHS tape and resume to Margie
Candela, Human Resources, WWMT-TV, 590 W.
Maple St. Kalamazoo, MI 49008

www.mgbg.com
WIAT-TV

TRANSMISSION LINE
Foamed Dielectric - 1/2' - 7/8'- 15/8'. Smooth
Wall 50 OHM. Suitable for Broadcast, Cellular,
Land Mobile, Personal Communication, HF
RF, Lowest Attenuation, Complete Shield,
Lowest Prices. What Do You Need ?
,

Nanci

www.sbgi.net
Sinclair is proud to be an Equal Opportunity
Employer and a Drug -Free Workplace.
Women and Minorities are encouraged to
apply.

To

-

BWC 1-800-227-4292

place an ad in the magazine and on the web,

contact: Kristin at kbparker @cahners.com.
617 -558 -4532

or Neil at nandrews @cahners. corn, 617 -558.4481

Classifieds
TECHNICAL

°FFP

CAPTIONSERVICES

VACANCY ANNOUNCEMENT

STAFF ENGINEER

Title: Chief Engineer
Salary: USDLR $35,000 per annum
Vacancy Location: Office of Public Information,
American Samoa Government, Pago Pago,

Consulting Engineering firm seeks to add an engineer. BSEE required plus ability to obtain PE. Must
be computer literate and experienced in Radio/TV
RF systems. Significant short-term domestic travel
involved. Must be self- starter capable of minor miracles initially with growth expected. Variable schedule
with benefits. Reply to D. L. Markley & Assoc., 2104
W. Moss; Peoria, IL 61604 or to dlm @dlmarkleycom

American Samoa 96799

Requirement: Two (2) Years Contract
Duties: Supervise the operation and operational
maintenance and repair of the studio and remote
electronic equipment for the transmission of television programs to record production for subsequent transmission; procurement, installation,
operating and maintenance of all television facilities including the long-range planning, system
design and budgeting; work; selects and trains
employees; performs other related duties.
Qualifications: Applicant musty have a
Bachelor's degree from an accredited college or
university in engineering or related field plus six
(6) years of working experience in T.V. broadcasting; three (3) of which in engineering maintenance; three (3) for which is supervisory and
engineering project management. Must have a
valid first class FCC Radio -telephoned license.
Salary will be adjusted according to experience.
Benefits: Housing is provided at a low rate.
Travel and shipping of household goods to and
from port of hire are provided.
How To Apply: Completeness of application is
applicant's responsibility. Submit SF -171, and
proof of competitive status and resume to:
Mrs. Vaoita Savali, Director, Office of Public
Information, American Samoa Government,
Pago Pago, American Samoa 96799
Deadline for filing application is November 30,
2001, and complete information concerning this
vacancy may be obtained from Office of Public
Information. Telephone: 684-633-4181. Fax:
684- 633 -4369.

THE
WEATHER

BROADCAST SYSTEMS ENGINEER
Will maintain and repair analog, digital, video
and audio systems; including routers, switch ers, automation systems, VTR's, cameras, and
related broadcast technology. Must have ability and desire to develop skills in UNIX,
Windows NT, and networking systems.
Required 4 years experience as Broadcast
Maintenance Engineer, with TV broadcast
related systems and equipment.

and news production operations. Candidate will
lead the department's strategic planning initiatives and oversee all equipment and property
acquisitions.
A two -year electronic technology degree and 3 -5
years of supervisory experience are required.
Experience as an assistant or chief engineer in
the television industry is a plus. Candidate must
posses superior communication and customer
service skills. Send cover letter and resume to:
BBC, Blind Box 1105, 275 Washington Street,
Newton, MA 02458. Attn: K. Parker 4th Fl.

--

COLLECTIONAGENCIE:

POINT-CLICK- COLLECT
With The Media Collection

www.ccrcollect.com

*

Place claims and receive acknowledgements and status reports on line.
View relevant media specific articles on
a wide variety of business management
subjects.
Examine our Media Credit & Collection
procedures, services and contingent fees.
or CalVWrite:
CCR George Stella
1025 Old Country Rd., Ste. 3035
Westbury, NY 11590
Tel: 516- 997-2000 212-766-0851
Fax: 516- 997-2071
E -Mail: ccr @ccrcollect.com

RADIO SALES MANAGER
Exciting opportunity for a dynamic leader to head
local sales effort for WYCR -FM (York/Hanover,
PA) and WHVR -AM (Hanover, PA). Growth -oriented vision a must. Skills to motivate, inspire,
train, organize, lead and work as a team member
required. Radio sales experience needed. Send
resume to: Joan McAnall, Radio Hanover Inc.,
P.O. Box 234, Hanover, PA 17331. EOE.

BROKEREDPROGRAMMING

produce, host, syndicate your own radio
program, generate 100's of leads.
516 -466 -9601 or
asktheradiokid@aol.com.

FORSALEEQUIPMENT
FOR SALE:
29 ft. Air Stream Travel Trailer, custom built into
radio promotional diner. Includes: generator, LP
gas tanks, air mast, electrical distribution system
& radio production area in rear. See website at

www.dispatchbroadcast.com/radiodiner.
Cost: $11,000.00 / located in Columbus, Ohio
Tow vehicle available at additional cost.

Contact: Marvin Born 614- 460 -3914
mborn@wbns.com

FORSALESTATIONS
USE OUR SITE ...
if you are buying or selling a radio

FORSALEEQUIPMENT

station...

www.broadcaststations4sale.com...
we are now accepting new listings...

BEAT THE BUDGET.
For dubs, demos,

we make it easy to sell your station.

auditions and work tapes our recy-

cled tapes are perfect. And half the cost of new. All

formats, fully guaranteed -to order

(800)238 -4300

CARPEL
Ytp

We now transfer video to true DVD

BROADCASTINGCABLE

SALESCAREERS

Dream Team
Attorney (former broadcast/cable and sales
manager Katz, Petry, Lifetime and NBC -TV)
and staff representing America's Top media
firms for 12 years announces it's interactive
credit & collection center:

300 Interstate North Parkway, Atlanta, GA 30339

W WW.TVINSITE.COM/

CAPTION

RADIO TIME

Allied Fields

RF ENGINEER
Responsible for maintenance and repairs
of The Weather Channel uplink facility, video
and data downlink systems, and other RF
equipment.
Come join our team! Please visit our website
at www.weather.com /jobs to view the job
description and submit your resume.
The Weather Channel

2 -3566

DIRECTOR OF ENGINEERING
A major Wisconsin network affiliate is seeking a
Director of Engineering to oversee its technical

CHANNEL

we at he r. corn

Igital Captioning
and Subtitling

www.carpelvideo.com

FM RADIO STATION FOR SALE

WJHW FM 101.9, Bainbridge,
GA only FM in the market.
$595,000.
Please call 615- 673 -6555 or
email radio1059 @aol.com.

/
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Classifieds
Academic
EAEICUTIVECAP! r:`

FACULTY

BROADCAST JOURNALISM

NEW EXECUTIVE POSITIONS
VP OF ENGINEERING
Unique opportunity to join the country's leading specialist in FM station upgrades and
relocations as we expand nationally and also develop an operating station division.
Responsibilities include site selection and construction of all towers required in
simultaneous projects. Also includes overall responsibility for technical upgrades and
technical operation of new stations to be acquired.
Successful candidate will have strong credentials in station group engineering
management, proven expertise at design and construction of large towers, and computer
proficiency. Working knowledge of station upgrade procedures and related software a
strong plus but not required. Important personal attributes include high level thinking and
problem solving, a can-do attitude, strong work ethic and a reputation for ethics and integrity.
Generous salary based on previous experience and past earnings, competitive benefits
package and exceptional bonus opportunity for the right person.

VP OF STATION ACQUISITIONS
Exciting opportunity to help create and lead new FM operating division specializing in small
market stations. Responsibilities to include identification and acquisition of 150+ market
and un -rated market FM stations. Also includes overseeing operation of new station group.
Successful candidate must have strong negotiating skills, an ability to relate to small
market entrepreneurs and a history of success as broadcast industry senior executive.
Working knowledge of station group financing and industry-wide relationships at owner
level are both pluses although not required. Important personal attributes include a high
level of personal motivation, superior problem solving skills, and a solid reputation for
strong ethics and integrity.
Outstanding earnings potential includes generous salary,
significant incentive plan and long term profit participation.

All applications held in strict confidence.
Please send detailed resume
including salary and bonus history to:
CEO. First Broadcasting
750 North St. Paul. Tenth Floor. Dallas. Texas 75201

unkefer@firstbroadcasting.com

FIS1
BROADCASTING

_J

Academic
FACULTY
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
OF BROADCASTING & ELECTRONIC MEDIA
Eastern Kentucky University's Department of
Communication is accepting applications for a
tenure-track position at the rank of Assistant
Professor of Broadcasting and Electronic Media
beginning August, 2002. Candidates must have a
master's in the field, with the earned doctorate preferred. In addition, candidates must possess professional, full -time field and teaching experience. The
candidate must demonstrate outstanding teaching
skills and a commitment to a hands -on, applied
knowledge teaching philosophy. Teaching duties
include: television studio production, mass media
and society, introduction to human communication,
sportswriting and reporting. Other responsibilities
may include: academic advising, serving as adviser
for the departments on-campus radio facility, com-

mittee assignments, scholarly/creative activities and
service. Review of applications will begin January
15th and continue until the position is filled. EKU is
an ADA/EEO /Affirmative Action employer, and the
Department is committed to diversity within the faculty. Applicants should submit a cover letter, vita,
complete with reference information to Dr. Renee
Everett, Chair, Department of Communication,
108 Alumni Coliseum EKU, 521 Lancaster
Avenue, Richmond, KY 40475 -3102. Complete
information at: httpJ/www.communication.eku.edu/
Positions/Positions.html.

40 Broadcasting

& Cable /11 -5 -01

?S

BROADCAST JOURNALISM OR
WEB /GRAPHIC JOURNALISM
Seattle University seeks a tenure -track Assistant
Professor or tenured senior professor beginning
Fall, 2002. A broadcast journalist would teach
broadcast news reporting and writing, video corn position, non-linear editing, documentary production. A web /graphic journalist would teach web
design, document layout, information graphics,
visual communication, on -line reporting. Either
position would include a course in mass communication.
Qualifications: Significant professional journalism
experience plus an MA or PhD in journalism or
mass communication. Prior teaching experience
is desired, as is evidence of an interest in carrying out creative /scholarly work.
Seattle University is a Jesuit/Catholic university
committed to the centrality of teaching and learning, of values -based education grounded in the
Catholic/Jesuit tradition, of service and social justice, of lifelong learning, and of educating the
whole person.
See application instructions at:

http://www.seattleu.edu/artsci/communication/
journalismjob.htm or contact Communication
Department, Seattle University, 900 Broadway,
Seattle, WA 98122. Review of files begins Dec.
15, 2001. Female and minority candidates are
encouraged to apply.

The Department of Broadcasting and Cinema at
the University of North Carolina at Greensboro
seeks an assistant professor for a tenure eligible
position in electronic journalism to commence
August 2002.
Qualifications for the position
1

include significant professional experience- including digital technology --and a masters
degree or, preferably, a doctorate, in field. Prior
college or university teaching experience is
desirable.
Review of applications will begin on 15 February
2002 and will continue until the position is filled.
Applicants should submit a cover letter, detailed
curriculum vitae, and the names, addresses, telephone numbers, and e-mail addresses of four
professional references. In the cover letter, a
candidate should articulate a vision for the field of
electronic journalism in the twenty first
century. Submit applications or inquiries to
Professor Anthony Fragola, Chair, Broadcast
Journalism Search, 204 Brown Building,
University of North Carolina at Greensboro,
Greensboro, NC 27402.6170. Tel: 336 334.4138.
E mail: afragola @uncg.edu. EEO/AA:W/MN/D

ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
The School of Journalism and Broadcasting at
Oklahoma State University seeks a tenure -track
assistant professor in the broadcast sequence starting with the fall 2002 semester. The successful candidate must be able to teach digital audio and video production. new media technologies and news writing.
The person selected will be expected to engage in
service responsibilities in addition to conducting an
active program of research or extension. A master's
degree is required, doctorate preferred. with a minimum of five years full -time relevant professional experience. The School of Journalism and Broadcasting
offers undergraduate programs in Journalism
(Advertising, Public Relations, News -Editorial,
Broadcast), the M.S. in Mass Communication. and
the Ph.D. in cooperation with the College of
Education. There are approximately 500 undergraduate majors and 40 M.S. students. Review of applications will begin November 30. 2001 and continue until
the position is filled. Send letter of application, vitae,
three references, and supporting material to:
Broadcasting Search Committee Chair, School of

Journalism and Broadcasting, Oklahoma State
University, Stillwater, OK 74078. Telephone (405) 7446354, http: /lpumalism.okstate.edu. Oklahoma State
University is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action
Employer. The School of Journalism and
Broadcasting is committed to diversity within the faculty and student body and solicits applications from

women and ethnic minorities.

If it

has anything at all to do with

Cable Television or the

Telecommunications Industry...

B&C is the place to be!
To place an ad

in the magazine and

on the web, contact:

Kristin Parker at 617 -558 -4532 or
Neil Andrews at 617 -558-4481
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Rackley. Inc.

HAMA1'ETT & EDISON, INC.

Associates

CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Doe 280068
San Francisco, California 94128

A Pmtessionel Corporation

Member AFCCE
BROADCAST/TELECOMMUNICATIONS
Bloomfield Hilo. MI
Washington. DC
248.642.6226
(TEL)
202.293.2020
248 642 6027

(FAX)

HE707/996-5200

202/396 -5200
www.h -e.com

202293 2021

www.jfxb.com

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING ENGINEERS

Denny & Associates,

P.C.

Consulting Engineers

AM FM TV Engineering Cons( Rants

J

Complete Tower and Rigging Services
-Semng the broadcast indus'ry
for over 60 years -

44210
330 6594aao

Bon E07 Bath. Ohio

DENNY

COHEN, DIPPELL AND EVERIST, P.C.

Mullaney Engineering, Inc.

301 768 5600 tel.

CONSULTING COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERS

Domestic and International
Since 1937
1300
Street. N.W. Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 898 -0111 FAX (202) 898 -0895

Consulting Telecommunications Engineers

9049 Shady Grove Court
Gaithersburg, MD 20877
301 -921 -0115

www.cijc.mmi
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CONSULTING ENGINIìER.S
-9(11 Yarnwrnid Cuurt
Springfield. Virginia 22153

ti'asnla. Florida
941.329.61100

(..4K1. 7: 'ONES
rnA/nA.1//ny

E-Mail: cdepceanglobai net

Member AFCCE

HATFIELD

ErT

Member AFCCE

DAWSON

Consulting Engineers
9500 Greenwood Ave., N.
Seattle, Washington 98103
(206) 783 -9151
Facsimile (206) 789 -9834

Cavell, Mertz & Davis, Inc.
Engineering, Technology
6r Management Solutions
10300 Eaton Place, Sulle 200
Fairfax,
(701) 591.0110 -(202) 3120110
Fn (701) 1910111

www.cmdconsulting.com
www.DTVlnfo.com

MEMBER AFCCE

101 Wesi Ohio Si.

WALLACE
ASSOCIATES

Dennis Wallace

301 768 5620 fax

www.denny.com

SPECIALIZING

Member AFCCE

IN DIGITAL TELEVISION

Munn -Reese, Inc.

NATIONWIDE MONITORING SERVICES. INC.

r 1O1^

20th floor
Indianapolis IN
13171 684 -6754
wollacediv @aolcor

incandescent and strobe lights, Reporting and
Solutions, HVAC, Doors, Alarms, Generators,
Tam
lure, Humidity and others.
Notifkatlon vla fax, e-mail, phone, and beeper.
Reporting and/or Ruing to FM, Owner or Others.

TOWER/ANTENNA CONSULTANTS

Broadcast Engineering Consultants

NATIONWIDE TOWER COMPANY, INC.

P.O. Box 220

InITYmAL

ERECTIONS' DISMANTLES' ANTENNA' RELAMP

Coldwater, Michigan 49036
Phone: 517-278-7339

ULTRASOUND

INSPECTIONS' REGUY

Manufacturer of

ENGINEERING

42419 -1829
PHONE (270) 869 -8000 FAX (270) 869-8500
E -MAIL: hjohnston @nationwidetower.com

BROADCASTING CABLE
Broadcasting & Cable is the weekly newsmagazine for

the broadcast and
cable television, radio, satellite and interactive multimedia industries.

publication features articles and information on media technologies,
FCC actions, station sales and programming, the Internet, Nielsen ratings
and more.
The

this aggressive market, it is imperative that your advertising message targets
your spec'fic audience. This is where Broadcasting & Cable can work for you:
In

B &C has a

TV

24 HOUR EMERGENCY SERVICES AVAILABLE

SHOOLBRED
ENGINEERS, INC.
STRUCTURAL CONSULTANTS

Towers and Antenna Structures
Robert

A Shoolbred, P E
1049 Momson Drive
29403 (843) 577.4681

Charleston

TOW88, Inc

STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS' PAINT

Self-Supporting Towers,
Guyed Towers and Accessories

P.O. BOX 1829 HENDERSON, KY

Commercial N Stations
Local News Stations

wr,

4004

s:

P.O.

IIMrJ9 424100270
nww..r.«..Im.«<..

so. 271 N-Mrwa,
TM:

270.5214131.270423-1470

Advertise in the

Professional Cards and
Services Section
& get the results you need!

Markets & Networks

Cable Networks

circulation of 36.000 and is published 52 times a year.

Please contact: Kristin Parker at 617- 558 -4532
or Nell Andrews at 617/558 -4481 phone

iVinsite is an online decision - making tool for television and cable
industry professionals. Visit

www .tvinsite.com /broadcastingcable
to see what we can do for you!

ADVERTISE THE EASY WAY WITH
YOUR BUSINESS CARD!

CALL 617 -558 -4532 OR 617 -558 -4481
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Editorials

BROADCASTING CABLE

COMMITTED TO THE FIRST AMENDMENT

www.broadcastingcable.com
Harry A. Jessell/EOVOR u Cetlf /212- 337 -6964
P.J. Bednarski /EDIroR /212. 337.6965
Denise O'Connor ASSOCIATE PueuseEa /212- 337 -6961
CANNERS TV GROUP

William McGorry/SENme 9P /212.463.6543
Lawrence Oliver/VP and Goo Posusxu /211 -463 -6544
Marianne Paskowski /6Roue EDITORIAL Duluoa /212- 463 -6581
Carol Jordan/Gnoun DENO ElmroR /212 -463 -6582
William Knight /GRouo O(516x Grimm /212-463-6512

Two birds in the hand
With the proposed merger of EchoStar and DirecTV parent Hughes last week, the
government may finally get the cable competition it has been looking for, if it doesn't suddenly get cold feet.
If this deal passes muster at Justice and the FTC, the FCC should approve it as well.
EchoStar Chairman Charlie Ergen, who was looking like the cat that swallowed a canary
named Rupert, pledged to go hard after cable with his new combined company. The
success of this merger in terms of increasing competition in the pay -TV marketplace, and in
justifying our support for it, depends on his following through with that promise. It's
$500-$600 per pop -and there could be a temptaexpensive to acquire new customers
tion to milk existing subs rather than round up new ones. That way lies trouble.
Fortunately for Ergen, FCC Chairman Michael Powell has shifted the commission's
course (B &C, Oct. 1) from one of strict limits and a presumption of monopoly based on
an outdated scarcity rationale to a more streamlined review that measures true market
power and competition. That should mean this merger won't remain in a holding pattern
at the FCC. To that end, we were impressed that Powell has already named a team to
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review the merger.
Not surprising, Senate Commerce Committee Chairman Fritz Hollings, was chief hand wringer last week. "I'm troubled by the prospects of the two largest satellite companies
becoming one. That kind of consolidation would leave consumers with few, if any,

Rob Payne /Nat10Nac

choices." We think he's got it all wrong.
The DBS industry was nurtured by a Congress concerned that the pay -TV market
lacked real competition. The 1992 Cable Act effectively created the DBS business when it
handed satellite operators the keys to cable's programming store by guaranteeing
nondiscriminatory program access. The Satellite Home Viewer Act added local signals to
sweeten the deal. If those are the first two legs of the stool, the merger of DirecTV and
EchoStar could be the third. A DBS operator standing toe to toe with cable should lower
rates and might even give broadcasters more leverage in retrans negotiations.
But what of Hollings' complaint about few choices? Nonsense. In 1998, Justice said the
multichannel video business, cable and satellite, was one market. Well, that one market
now has even more players, or soon will. It includes cable, DBS, broadcasters (when the
transition to digital allows for ancillary services), and the Internet, which may be the
sleeper. For example, we reported last week on a move by National Geographic to digitize
its TV programming and market it over the Internet.

So, let's recap. Justice has legitimate concerns that Ergen won't go after cable, but will
instead go after cash, but those concerns shouldn't scotch the deal. The Hollings scarcity
argument: Forget about it. We say, let DBS heavy up and may the best service(s) win.
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